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ABSTRACT ■ 
This paper's research focus is. whsther.. a city's daily mobile
 
population . can be calculated with : enough ; accuracy for
 
inclusion in that city's crime rate. This paper examines the.
 
crime rate denominator by replicating Gibb's and Erickson's
 
1976 study, "Crime Rates, of American Cities in an Ecological
 
Context" by examining only the West Coast Region, Included in
 
this study is an attempt to improve the Gibb's and Erickson's
 
suburban,population measure by subtracting the city population
 
from the geographical area. The,third part of the examination
 
is the analysis of the effects daily commuters have on crime
 
rate calculations. The replication results show the West
 
Coast follows the basic premise of suburban population's
 
influence on city crime rates. The geographic defined results
 
are opposite, to the original study. The second analysis al.so
 
reverses Gibb's .and Erickson's findings which suggests the
 
West Coast differs from the Nation.,, The final analysis shows
 
commuters do affect certain crimes. in conclusion, a possible
 
new trend in crime, namely randomness, is examined and its
 
causes,. ■ , , 
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CHAPTER 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Problem Statement
 
Public opinion polls taken for the last fifteen years,
 
show a society concefned with various aspects of daily life.
 
Cost of living, unemployment, and foreign affairs consistently
 
rank high for concerns, but there is one issue that has been
 
pervasive for the past six years. That concern is crime.
 
From 1994 until 1997, at least a quarter of all Americans
 
consider crime the most important problem facing society
 
(Souircebook 1997, p. 100). When respondents were asked, "What
 
do you think are the two or three most serious problems facing
 
children in America today?", crime was listed within the top
 
two responses (Sourcebook 1997, p. 101). In 1996, property
 
crimes were evenly distributed across the income brackets of
 
society (Sourcebook 1997, p. 189) showing crimes affect all
 
levels of society.
 
The Problem of Crime
 
Every generation believes itself afflicted with rampant
 
crime (Wright 1991, p. 111). However, roughly 16% of society
 
has directly experienced crime and, for this portion of
 
society, fear of crime is real (reported in Maguire 1993, p.
 
244). In some manner, the rest of society develops this fear
 
as though they were the victims of crime.
 
Society develops this fear through three principal ways:
 
personal experiences, secondary sources of information, and
 
interpersonal networks. Secondary information sources are
 
newspapers, television, magazines, radio, policy makers, and
 
law enforcement. These sources fall under the generic heading
 
of media. Interpersonal networks are the daily relationships
 
one has with family, friends, and peers (Surrette 1992).
 
Exactly how these fear causing factors work together and how
 
much they contribute to attitude development is unclear.
 
Surrette (1992) provides a review of existing literature
 
on the media's influence towards this triangular relationship
 
and distills the available information into the following
 
conclusions. The media helps form attitudes that are weakly
 
held or when little existing opinion exists, helps promote one
 
attitude over several available attitudes, and may even change
 
strongly held beliefs by presenting new facts. The most
 
widely recognized media influence is the reinforcement of pre
 
existing attitudes (p. 85-86).
 
Everyday there are crime stories being delivered to the
 
home, business, and every place in between. The media's
 
repetitive coverage of an issue or theme may logically be
 
assumed to increase the chances of affecting the public's
 
attitudes. Such attitudes are fear of crime, simplistic views
 
of the crime problem, crime control, disparagement of the
 
court process (i.e., jury decisions, sentencing) and law
 
enforcement favoritism. "And because of the media's emphasis
 
of law enforcement and crime control, we can expect that any
 
media effects would tend to promote crime control more than
 
due process policies" (Surrette 1992, p. 87). These effects
 
may help build fear of crime in society, but does the media
 
deliberately choose these topics?
 
The media have several demands made upon them that
 
influence which stories are given to the public. The first
 
demand is newsworthiness of the material^. A news reporter,
 
assigned to specific fields of interest, relies on sources
 
that provide newsworthy material. These news sources are
 
official representatives of institutions and bureaucracies who
 
offer a steady supply of material and offer easy access to
 
this material. The next demand upon the media is determining
 
whether the news provided has an absence of obvious bias. If
 
the news is essentially unbiased, the reporter will use the
 
material as it is presented. However, if the news is biased,
 
the reporter will decide about the reliability and
 
truthfulnessiof the content. Since any source is likely to be
 
biased in some manner, a reporter's judgement may unwittingly
 
promote that source's bias.
 
Overriding these demands is simplicity of content. The
 
media organizations instinctively present news in simplistic
 
right or wrong viewpoints. The most complex issues are
 
characterized as black and white, good versus evil scenarios.
 
when complex issues are seen through a two dimensional prism,
 
misconceptions and bias are ;boUnd to be formulated and
 
illustrated as truth (Surrette, 1992)..
 
An example of these demands is the FBI's Uniform Crime
 
Reports. The news source. ,FBI, attempts to simplify the
 
complex scrime , issue into simple, easy to use. and interpret
 
charts. These charts compose :a two inch thick book. The
 
media, in relaying news to the consumer, attempts to distill
 
the variety of charts into thirty second sound bites, short
 
newspaper articles,, or twenty second film clips.
 
The public's picture of crime is thus distorted through
 
two filters. First, the Uniform Crime Reports generally
 
addresses specific aspects of crime. Crime rates are broken
 
down not only by category but by race, age, gender, location,
 
and etc.. The second filter is the media process just
 
described. A reliable crime description is thus twisted and
 
changed as. a result of agency bias and media concerns.
 
Rarely, if ever, does the relaying medium portray crime
 
accurately.
 
We thus see a large portion of society learning about
 
crime through a filtered delivery system. But this delivery
 
system is still one of the most effective mechanisms for
 
distributing crime information. With crime occurrence lead-

ins for television broadcasts and twice filtered crime
 
summaries and crime incidents for hard copy media, is the rise
 
of crime fear surprising?
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Crime Rates as a Source of Societal Concern
 
Various researchers believe the way in which the official
 
data are originally presented facilitates its inappropriate
 
use by others (Robinson 1966, p. 1050; Wolfgang 1963, p. 7273­
7278, 730). The more frequently used FBI methods for
 
describing crime are the Crime Clock, the simple summed
 
Uniform Crime Reports indices (total, violent, and property),
 
and the number of crimes committed per offense. These methods
 
are popular probably because they make a complex phenomenon
 
appear simple to understand. There are, however, problems
 
with these crime source displays.
 
The Crime Clock appears to give the chances of being a
 
victim based on increments of minutes and hours. The Clock
 
fails, however, to account for the changes in crime event
 
density per geographical area, the at-risk population
 
(Wolfgang 1963, p. 730), and variations in crime rates per
 
time of day. The effect is to blend no-crime neighborhoods
 
with high central-city crime and low crime with high crime
 
periods. This distorts the likelihood of being a victim.
 
Technically, the crime clock should be calculated by the
 
number of offenses divided by the number of days in the period
 
to determine the true rate df offense per person at risk
 
(Robinson 1966, p. 1048)., Then the irate should be broken down
 
into hourly increments. This calculation would capture the
 
at-risk rate.
 
The combined and individual crime rate indices provide
 
simple.percentage values; to describe the changes in offense
 
categories (total, violent, and property) from year to year.
 
These indices mdsk the changes within the individual offenses
 
that compose a given index. For example, if robberies were to
 
skyrocket one year and burglaries plummet, and next year
 
burglaries skyrocket while robberies drop, the changes may not
 
be apparent. If the differences were the same for both years,
 
the total crime index would not show a difference for the two
 
years. Even though this is a very simple bivariate example
 
for a multiple variable problem, it does illustrate the
 
criticism of using simple percentage comparisons to describe
 
complex phenomenon. The index fails to recognize the change
 
though the nature of the index had changed from one year to
 
the next. Thus, the crime rate appears unchanged and current
 
criminal justice practices appear not to work.
 
In many instances authors use aggregate numbers, as
 
opposed to rates or ratios, for comparing different periods.
 
The central problem with this usage is the failure to account
 
for population changes. An example of this problem is a city
 
with one million residents may have 600 murders for the
 
current year while •'ten years , ago the city had 100,000
 
residents and five hundred murders. Without converting the
 
aggregate crime numbers into ratios, one would believe the
 
city was safer ten years ago. By converting the numbers into
 
ratios (multiplying by 1,000), the real rate was 50 out of
 
 1,000 residents were murdered teri years ago while today it is
 
less than one out of a thousand residents. By using ratios
 
the real crime picture may be seen. However when ratios are
 
not used, the picture of crime becomes misconstrued and may
 
lead to, faulty perceptions regarding crime.
 
While the misuse of crime statistics by irresponsible
 
people is unavoidable, the manner in which the rates are
 
calculated and displayed can be changed. The characterization
 
of Crime through crime xate calculation lies in the criminal
 
justice research purview. It is the responsibility of all
 
criminal justice researchers to create crime rates in the most
 
accurate fashion possible.
 
The media frequently look' for the simplest means to
 
describe complex crime phenomenon due to the restraints
 
mentioned earlier (p. 3-4). By taking a number or statistic
 
out of its specific context, and by using it to describe/
 
general crime, the media help promote misunderstanding and
 
provide a misleading picture of crime. One way criminal
 
justice reseafchers may help to avoid this problem is to
 
consider -how crime rates are calculated.
 
Calculation of Crime Rates .
 
Defined
 
Crime rates allow comparisons of crime patterns across
 
differeht: jurisdictions and' times. Without converting the
 
number :o:f crimes into a rate, one would not be able to
 
, ■ -f/? 1/ ■ 
determine whether an increase in crime is derived from more
 
crime or simply an increase in the population (Wolfgang 1963,
 
p. 730). Rates are estimations based on the number of events
 
(numerator) divided by the population within which the event
 
occurs (denominator) (Biderman 1967, p. 11) Crime rates are
 
usually crude rates wherein the crimes are those which are
 
known to law enforcement and the population is the resident
 
population. Such crude rates fail to account for both the
 
composition of the population (growth, decline, mobility, and
 
etc.) and the true number of crimes committed. In some
 
instances a crude rate:is appropriate to use, i.e., examining
 
crime and crime types in a small geographical area across
 
short time intervals.
 
A valid crime rate should form a probability statement.
 
A true probability statement should be obtained by creating
 
refined rates. Refined rates are constructed using two basic
 
concepts: 1) the numerator must include each time a crime
 
occurs; and 2) the denominator must correctly indicate the at-

risk population involved in a crime. Criminal justice
 
researchers have argued for years on how to measure crime.
 
In 1930, the International Association of Police Chiefs 
published what became known as the Uniform Crime Reports. 
These reports were believed to measure the number of crimes 
for a given city ■population. The Association believed 
citizens and victims would report any known crime. It was 
assumed the acts of all individuals, having been reported to 
the police, would be.d^ as deviant,, reported as deviant,
 
and recorded as deviant. Also, officers would initiate a
 
crime report when they saw crime occurring. However, through
 
UCR research and victimization surveys, the UCR has been
 
criticized for many;Of these founding beliefs.
 
■ These criticisms.m grouped, into seven categories. 
First, Citizehs fai^^^^^ report all known crimes. This often 
stems from several sources. The most obvious concern for 
citizens reporting a crime is the repercussions. Loss of 
wages when testifying at a trial, retribution by the offender, 
and self-incrimination are all possible consequences. But
 
there are Other factors also involved. The crime may not be
 
viewed as serious in nature, the Witness or victim may know
 
the offender, or the victim Suffers embarrassment;.
 
Another category of UCR criticism is the initial
 
inaccuracy gap resulting from individual law enforcement
 
agencies' formal and informal policy changes. This covers
 
officer discretion and offense definition misunderstandings.
 
Officer discretion ranges from the subtle internal hierarchy
 
pressure to ignore or re-label criminal ,offenses, to the
 
individualized officer discretion, to the complex complainant­
victim-offender-officer interactions. Definition
 
misunderstandings arise from honest misinterpretations of
 
offense definitions, recording clerk errors, to double-

counting of the same incident with duplicate reports filed as
 
the investigation progresses
 
A third category, which creates some of the problems in
 
category two, is structural change within the department. The
 
best example is the increasing professionalism of law
 
enforcement agencies. Beginning in the 1950's, law
 
enforcement agencies have worked towards raising the officer's
 
level of education, developing employment specialization
 
within the agency, and increasing the use of technology, all
 
of which creates records and more complex record keeping
 
systems. The amount of crimes known to law enforcement
 
increases as better networks of supervision, communication,
 
and recording keep track of incidents (Wilson 1978). Included
 
in this is the greater participation of law enforcement
 
agencies in reporting their crime data to the UCR. Thus,
 
crime appears to be increasing when it is partially due to
 
more and complete recording of existing offenses.
 
A fourth category is the non-representativeness of the
 
index itself. The offense categories are not mutually
 
exclusive. • The category definitions are vague enough:to allow
 
a law enforcement agency's recording clerk to record nearly
 
the same crimes into different categories. Such is the case
 
with larceny-theft,. The value'stolen is not differentiated.
 
There is a very big difference between a pick-pocket offense
 
and the stealing of a thousand dollars in a con game. In many
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instances, there are multiple offenses per crime incident.
 
Yet only the most serious crime is recorded except for arson.
 
This under-represents the amount of crime and undermines the
 
categorical crime numbers.
 
Another UCR criticism is the federal changes in crime and
 
category definitions. During the past 42 years, the UCR has
 
removed and added offense categories to the UCR. At the same
 
time the UCR has altered the definitions of those categories.
 
Statutory rape and manslaughter by negligence were dropped
 
from Part I offenses (1952 and 1958, respectively), larcenies
 
below $50 were dropped and then added back into Part I
 
offenses (1958 and 1974, respectively), and the UCR program
 
decided to use current population estimates rather than the
 
preceding decennial census figures (1958). This makes the
 
comparability of indices difficult for multiple annual
 
analyses (Akiyama 1990, p. 51).
 
This leads to an incompleteness of data category. There
 
is currently no cross-classifying of crime categories with
 
demographics at lower levels of aggregation like city, county,
 
and MSA. The only cross-classifying performed is for Part I
 
arrest rates and, for the homicide category, victim
 
demographics. This makes the interpretations of the UCR
 
limited to how many crimes are committed and how often the
 
crimes occur. The FBI has begun implementation of an
 
incident-based recording system wherein each crime instance is
 
recorded as a complete case. All victim and offender
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demographic, and environmental data are recorded to provide a
 
more meaningful database. .This also illustrates the earlier
 
criticism (p. 12) of category definition changes. Every time
 
a definition is changed, annual comparisons become suspect.
 
Several of these categorical criticisms (citizen failure
 
to report crime, officer failure to record crime, non-

representativeness of offense categories, and changes in
 
offense definitions) create the final problem The ^UCR
 
indices total, violent, and property, are simple sums of
 
their related sub-categories. This method fails to account
 
for differences between the level of crimes committed per
 
offense category. For example, the violent crime rate is
 
correlated to aggravated assault while burglary and larceny
 
are related to the property crime rate (Hindelang 1974, p.
 
11).: When aggravated assault numbers are high, the violent
 
crime index will be more affected than if murders were to
 
rise. These indices are very sensitive to certain sub-

categorical outliers. The simple summed indices fail to
 
account for this bias.
 
Ultimately, the reports were later shown to be a measure
 
of crimes known to law enforcement and not of existing crime.
 
Researchers now believe the number of crime occurrences will
 
never be reliably known. The reports are still useful simply
 
because there are no other crime indices available. The
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National Crime Victim Survey involves the perceptions of
 
citizen memories and are not a hard measure of crime
 
occurrence.
 
The Population at Risk
 
With the inability to accurately record crime, the
 
delineation of the base population, while keeping the
 
numerator the same, may offer a more reliable means of
 
measuring crime. This refinement is an issue that has been
 
mostly ignored by crime rate research. The selection of the
 
population should reflect the properly counted population
 
units (victim) and the potential for exposure (Robinson 1966,
 
p. 1046; Wolfgang 1963, p. 733). Reiss (1967) stated the
 
exposed population (denominator) should be defined first by
 
the applicable offense and, second, the victim's
 
characteristics in the context of the offense (p. 14). This
 
means there is variation not only between victims of different
 
crimes but among victims within each offense. These
 
variations influence the crime rate through the selection of
 
the appropriate base population. It is this later variation
 
that must be controlled.
 
Attempted Resolutions for the Problem
 
The crime rate uses a base population that is accurate
 
once in ten years and fails to refine the population for those
 
at-risk residents. In 1964, Boggs examined the resident
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population of St. Louis and specified the "risk" group for
 
each Crime Index offense category. The study's emphasis was
 
on the type of crimes committed and on the criminal's mobility
 
from within and Outside of their neighborhood. It was
 
believed that..high crime rates in the central business
 
dis.tricts were artificial. Several Base populations were
 
.created from the overall.city resident population: 1) homicide
 
and , aggravated assault formulas [N(N-l)/2] calculated
 
residents intb pairs since it required two to commit these'
 
kinds of bffehses; 2) a business to residential land use
 
formula for business robbery, non-residential burglary, and
 
grand larceny which would give a more accurate analysis since
 
these offenses are business only; . 3) the street robbery
 
("highway") base population was the number of street square
 
feet since the daytime population estimate did not exist; and
 
4) the rape rate was based on women residents only, The
 
results of a rank order correlation showed the traditional
 
crime rate to be over inflated for the city's business
 
districts. Boggs illustrated that the selection and counting
 
of at risk populations is as important to the calculation as
 
the counting of events for the numerator.
 
Existing research has focused on taking sample
 
populations from a larger population (usually a city). A
 
researcher, while drawing a sample, attempts to avoid aberrant
 
sampling frames. If the frame is not typical to other frames,
 
then the sariipling and analysis is error-laden. :(The^^^
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is now Oil making the city popuiatioh of the larger
 
territorial population (county, MSA, state). Whereas a city
 
sub-populatipn sample has to account for such yariabi as
 
age, race, sex, and socioeconomic status in an analysis, so
 
now must an analysis of a city-wide population account for
 
these variables as well as the mobile commuter (see Schmid
 
1960a and 1960b; Boggs 1965; Sjoberg and Nett 1968; and Farley
 
and Hansel 1981).
 
Reiss (1967) examined the potential effects of refining
 
the base population rate for rape (among other offense
 
categories). He classified the population into three
 
categories: 1) resident population, 2) women residents only,
 
and 3) women residents 14 years and older. The rape rate for
 
all residents was 1:8; for women only it increased to 1:4; and
 
women 14 years and older it increased further to 1:3 (p. 19).
 
Clearly, the identifying of proper populations-at-risk create
 
a more accurate crime rate.
 
A related problem is that the UCR uses the resident
 
population to produce the denominator. The resident
 
population is derived from the decennial census counts and the
 
projected estimates for the interim years. The longer the
 
interval between counts, the less accurate the count becomes
 
or, in this case, estimates between actual counts. These
 
estimates are calculated on the previous net change of the
 
last count. Thus they suffer from unanticipated changes in
 
population levels (i.e., immigration, migration) for a defined
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area as each later estimate builds upon the prior estimate.
 
This means the under- or over-estimation is potentially
 
greatest during the last year before the new census. Also,
 
the Census does not accurately reflect the true or real
 
population levels. While the Census does make repeated
 
efforts at counting all citizens, people are still missed
 
(Reiss 1986). The assessing of those missed is a difficult
 
and inaccurate process.
 
In sum, population measures do■not truly measure what 
they are supposed to measure, i.e., the potential victim and 
offender populations. This validity discrepancy occurs 
regardless of how reliable the counting measures are for 
crime. The central dilemma for crime rates, with respect to 
the denominator, is the capturing of at-risk victim and 
offender populations. This problem cannot be ignored by 
researchers. The assumption is this population "error" is 
Similar for all cities and is therefore a null issue. The 
ecological positioning of cities alone (located next to major 
thoroughfares, isolated cities in rural areas, et cetera) 
strongly suggests this reasoning is spurious. 
Correcting for Mobility 
It is possible the crime rate is a function of how many 
workers commute to the city every day, of how many shoppers 
travel to the city, of how many vehicles are out on the city 
streets, et cetera. Boggs (1964) used the city population and 
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 specified what parts of the population base should be included
 
per Index offense category. She found thedifference in rates
 
significant. Clearly, the issues become ".. . more complicated
 
than suggested herd; . One problem is the;,, necessity of
 
correcting for the daytime and nighttime populations of the
 
areas" (Wheeler 1967, p. 323). One measure of this potential
 
difference is measuring the suburban population. In 1976,
 
Gibbs and Erickson tried to define the potential mobile
 
population residing outside the city by dividing the^MSA (UA)
 
population from a central city population. This gave them a
 
MSA (UA) to city ratio. They found a positive correlation
 
between the ratio and city crime rates. Farley and Hansel
 
(1981) replicated Gibbs and Erickson's study while controlling
 
for population and using a larger sample size. Farley and
 
Hansel found essentially the same results. Farley (1987)
 
conducted another study incorporating Skogan's city-suburb
 
stratification theory (Skogan 1979) and again found nearly the
 
same results.
 
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
 
. The choice of resident population may be a valid
 
;ion base for . areas with very little population
 
mobility, i.e., city residents only use the city. In today's
 
society, a city is frequently composed of not only the
 
resident population but also a temporary mobile population.
 
Another type of city is the "bedroom" community/city. For
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these cities, the resident population is depleted by commute
 
leaving the city each day only to return at night. This
 
population consists of people who daily travel into another
 
city for work, business, and recreation. A city typically has
 
a daytime population that is very different in size from the
 
resident population. Because crime does not selectively occur
 
to city residents alone, the base population should be
 
composed of resident and non-resident mobile populations. The
 
current methods for calculating crime rates are crude. The
 
use of city resident populations for the denominator results
 
in inaccurate and misleading measurements of crime.
 
This study's focus is on the potential difference between
 
a traditional crime rate and one adjusted for a city's mobile
 
population. To determine the mobile population's influence,
 
the population is calculated as the incoming less the outgoing
 
populations as these populations cross city boundaries. The
 
result is called a city's mobility factor. The West Coast,
 
and particularly California, is used as the basis of the
 
study. The highly mobile population within California should
 
accentuate the differehces'between traditional and adjusted­
for-mobility crime rates..
 
The research focus iS: Can a city's daily mobile
 
population be calculated with enough accuracy for inclusion in
 
that city's prime rate? This question is operationalized into
 
the following three research questions:
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 ^ : 1 Does Gibbs' and Erickson's city attraction
 
ratio (community/city ratio), and their affect
 
on city Crime, become more pronounced within a
 
more mobile region?
 
2. Do non-city resident population levels
 
influence a city's traditional crime rate?
 
3. Does the level of daily mobility across
 
city limits influence a city's traditional 
crime.-rate.?!," ■ 1 1. ... 
Limitations
 
This study examines the potential significance of
 
including the mobility factbr in cnime rates and does not
 
examine the individual causes of City crime rates. Also, this
 
study: does not attempt to increase the crimes known to law
 
eriforcement. Instead, the ; attempt is to provide a valid
 
measure that captures the real at-risk population. The
 
population under study is the entire city population. While
 
the different races that compose a city's population and
 
surrounding area are important when considering crime rates,
 
the number of (MSA and UA) observations needed to analyze the
 
racial variables are not available for the Pacific Region.
 
The mobility factor described above (p. 19) is an
 
estimation of annual daily mobility a city experiences and
 
there are no attempts to control for circumstantial events
 
that may influence this mobility, i.e., special city events.
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As will be mentioned later in the Methodology chapter, the
 
kinds of: m like automobiles airplanes, and rail
 
systems have been accounted for in the original data
 
collection process. These forms of travel, including
 
ambulatory and other self propelled means of transportation,
 
are . not directly computed in the mobility factor formula.
 
These travel forms have been included in the raw data
 
gatherings which has provided the basis for the beginnings of
 
this study. Also not included is the homeless population.
 
Estimations of this segment of society vary wildly. The means
 
for estimating this population may itself qualify as guessing.
 
Guessing is contrary to the goal of this study, which is the
 
refining of crime rates based on reliable means.
 
While the possible implications of this study may
 
recommend better recording systems of crime incidence (i.e.,
 
crime occurrences, victim and offender demographic data, and
 
environmental data), only existing data are used. The crime
 
data used in this study are the indices created by the FBI.
 
These indices are based on crimes known to the police. The
 
Crime Victim Survey data, while useful as a counterpoint to
 
the Uniform Crime Reports, may be characterized as a liberal
 
measure of society's crime. A more conservative measure of
 
the number of crimes committed is a necessary safeguard for
 
validity purposes. While the modified crime rate methodology
 
would still be inaccurate for measuring crime, the adjusted
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methodology would be another step towards achieving more valid
 
results. If the results are significant, this study could
 
serve as an impetus for more research.
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 CHAPTER 2
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
 
Several questions' were used to focus the review of
 
literature on the daily mobility patterns. First, is there
 
quantitative support for denominator refinement? And if yes,
 
how can the denominator been refined? A closely related third
 
question is, does the imposition of refinement make a
 
difference in ratios? Finally, what are the data constraints
 
involved in trying to refine the denominator?
 
: 'v,First Denominator Refined Crime Rate
 
Current literature on the effects of refining base
 
populations for crime rate c Boggs'
 
(1964) study is the earliest attempt to refine the at-risk
 
population. A part of Boggs' study • (1964) examines crime
 
occurrence rates for St. Louis. This City is composed of 120
 
census tracts involving over 23,000 recorded crimes. She
 
recalculated the ,occurrence rates to include the at-risk
 
population normally associated with a particular crime. An
 
example is the rape rate. The standard calculation is the
 
number of rapes having occurred in a given area divided by the
 
population for that area. Because rape is defined as an act
 
against women, Boggs held only women should be used in the
 
denominator. An interesting second example from this study is
 
the generic calculation for violent crimes. A violent crime
 
involves a minimum of two people, a perpetrator and victim.
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Thus, a possible calculation for all violent crimes is the
 
number of violent crimes divided by the population of the area
 
divided by two (N / [population / 2] = violent crime rate).
 
Boggs' study results showed a significant difference
 
between traditional crime rate calculation and her refined
 
crime rates. The biggest difference occurred among business
 
crimes (non-residential burglary, grand larceny, auto theft,
 
and business robbery) for the business area of the city.
 
These rates became very high when compared to the traditional
 
crime rate. This means the probability of crime increased for
 
this area. The rank order correlation (Kendall's Tau) between
 
traditional and crime specific rates was in the range between
 
-.078 to .330. A low correlation means the denominator
 
specific calculations are different from the traditional
 
formula. Boggs recommended using more direct measures of at-

risk populations which would help give a more clear picture of
 
the effects of environmental opportunities for crime.
 
Original Suburban Study
 
Gibbs and Erickson (1976) conducted what is believed the
 
first suburb mobility to city crime rate study. Their
 
argument was that the bigger the city's surrounding area
 
population, the number of participants (victims and offenders)
 
increases for city crimes (p. 607). Gibbs and Ericksbn, for
 
the city's surrounding population used Census of Population's
 
metropolitan statistical area (MSA) and urban area (UA) units
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of measure. MSA is defined by the Census Bureau as a central
 
city (of at least,50/000 peo^^ or a Census Bureau determined
 
area of at least 50,000 and a total metropolitan population of
 
at least 100.:,000 people^. The main focus of MSA is county
 
populations G Erickson defined suburb as, the.
 
metropolitan statistical area (MSA) population divided by the
 
city population. This creates the community/city ratio. The
 
community/city ratio is the attraction strength a city might
 
have in pulling suburban populations into the city.
 
Gibbs and Erickson also used the urbanized area (UA).
 
UA's are defined by city populations. The Census Bureau
 
defines UA's as one or more places, called central places, and
 
the surrounding areas, called the urban fringe^.. The UA is
 
smaller geographically when compared to MSA areas. Gibbs and
 
Erickson defined the UA ratio using the MSA formula.
 
There were four categories of suburb populations: 1)
 
singular city, one main city within the MSA; 2) primary city,
 
the largest city with a second smaller city; 3) secondary
 
city, the smaller city with a large city; and 4) tertiary
 
city, the smaller city when there are two or more central
 
cities.
 
Gibbs and Erickson postulated the suburban population
 
effect on city crime rates would be significant for the
 
singular city and minimal for the other three categories.
 
They believed the MSA's and UA's with two or more central
 
cities would provide competition for the suburbanites. This
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competition allows the suburbanites to divide their time
 
between the cities and thereby reducing their effect on a
 
city's crime rates.
 
The results showed the ,competition effects for the
 
primary, secondary, and tertiary city crime rates. UA-defined
 
ratios had a stronger correlation over MSA-defined ratios.
 
And of these ratios, singular-city type ratios (those ratios
 
defined as having one central city) were significant over the
 
other three types of ratios. Criminal homicide, robbery, and
 
burglary had variations explained by over eleven percent for
 
MSA-defined singular city ratios, All other categories were
 
also significant but had lower variations explained.
 
The crime rates for UA's had criminal homicide (21%),
 
robbery (34%), and burglary (22%) correlations to UA-defined
 
ratios. For forcible rape and aggravated assault crime rates,
 
the variations explained by UA-defined ratios were over ten
 
percent. The UA-singular city attraction ratios had a
 
stronger correlation (Pearson's r) to the central city crime
 
rates than the MSA-singular city ratios.
 
When the strength of the relationship is controlled for
 
race (percentage of non-whites) and economic variables (median
 
family income, percentage unemployed, and percentage of
 
families below family level) only race came close to
 
influencing the relationship. However, the race influence was
 
deemed insignificant.
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Gibbs and Erickson concluded there was a relationship
 
between suburban population and central city crime rates but
 
for undetermined reasons. The relationship, they did note,
 
was the result of the way in which the community-to-city ratio
 
was calculated, the use of one city for each geographical
 
area, and the type of crime, namely property crimes. They
 
recommended controlling for city's ecological variables in
 
relation to the MSA to city ratios.
 
At the very least, the community-to-city ratio is an
 
indirect measure of a city's suburban population. This ratio
 
is a measure covering a plethora of variables that have very
 
little to do with the city's suburban population. What Gibbs'
 
and Erickson's study failed to accomplish was to directly
 
measure the mobility a city may experience daily. This study
 
attempts to address the community-to-city ratio (or, what this
 
paper has relabeled, the city attraction ratio) by examining
 
a city's dominance.
 
Extension of Gibbs' and Erickson's Proposition
 
Stafford and Gibbs (1980) attempted to measure the
 
dominance factor associated with Gibbs' and Erickson's study.
 
Specifically, Stafford and Gibbs believed attraction is not
 
only a function of suburban population size but of the
 
dominance of the city. Dominance was defined as the impact of
 
the city's facilities and economic activities on the suburban
 
population.
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 Two different measures of city dominance were used in the
 
study. A city's retail sales and the number of people who
 
journey into the city for work. The retail sales ratio was
 
calculaited as city retail sales divided by MSA retail sales
 
(retail sales is available only for MSA's).
 
Stafford and Gibbs contend the urban-area type measure
 
(single, primary, secondary, and tertiary) used by Gibbs and
 
Erickson is invalid. The very crudeness of the city-type
 
measure had pre-determined the no-correlation finding for non­
singular cities. The non-singular city type suffers from the
 
competition effect. This left the MSA (UA) cities without a
 
dominant city. A high crime rate is dependent on a high
 
population ratio and high dominance. When both are present,
 
then a correlatidn exists between community-to-city ratio and
 
city crime rates. The magnitude of the relationship is
 
conditional upon the type of crime being used. Stafford and
 
Gibbs used composite indices for violent and property
 
categories.
 
/ In: testing the commuhity-to-city ratio, an inverse
 
relation was found to exist and, in both crime types, the
 
predicted rate of Srror was found inconsequential. The
 
dominance factor was found to have a direct relationship with
 
crime and explained two percent of a city's crime rate. The
 
additive effect, as expected/ was correiated but not
 
significantly so. When the interaction (community/city ratio
 
and city crime rates) was added to the additive effect, the
 
predicted rate of error jumped to seven percent for violent
 
and nine percent for property crimes. Both PRE's were
 
significant at .01. This suggests the dominance factor is a
 
necessary pre-condition for a correlation between the
 
community-to-city ratio and city crime rates. This finding
 
held for both singular and non-singular cities.
 
As in the Gibbs and Erickson study, the social-economic
 
variables (percentage of a city's nonwhites, percentage of
 
labor force unemployed, percentage of families living below
 
the poverty level, and median family income) decreases the
 
interactive effect slightly but the unstandardized coefficient
 
remains more than twice the.standard error.
 
Stafford and Gibbs conclude the study's results supported
 
the Gibbs and Erickson thesis, i.e., the community-to-city
 
ratio is correlated to city crime rates. They interpret their
 
results as supporting their extension (the correlation occurs
 
only when the dominance factor is a pre-condition) as well.
 
Following the Gibbs and Erickson study results, the
 
interaction with the dominance factor would become more
 
pronounced when the urbanized area variable is introduced.
 
Unfortunately, such a testing was unavailable from the lack
 
of data. Their ending-conclusion was that the official means
 
for calculating city crime rates seriously underestimates the
 
at-risk population. This also means the city's crime rates
 
tend to over-estimate the crime phenomenon.
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Replication With Population Control
 
In 1981, Farley and Hansel replicated the Gibbs and
 
Erickson's study. They attempted to address two
 
methodological faults with the Gibbs and Erickson atudy.
 
First, there were no controls for the community (MSA and UA)
 
population. .The community-to^city ratio and the city crime
 
rates are a function of suburban population size. Thus the
 
community-to-city ratio is a suburban population index. The
 
larger the: geographical .area (greater population sizfes), the
 
larger the index and crime(rate. This effect is confounding
 
and affects the generalizability of the study's results by
 
having a correlation result that may not be valid when the
 
population is controlled. Second, while Gibbs and Erickson
 
used four control variables (percentage of non-whites, poverty
 
level, median family income, and unemployment rate), they did
 
not account for their effect on the entire MSA (UA) and
 
central city populations. Previous research indicates these
 
variables are related to population (see Skogan 1977).
 
In answer to the first methodological problem, Farley and
 
Hansen created four population variables: "(1) central city
 
population, (2) MSA population for which the city was a part,
 
(3) UA population for which the city was a part, and (4)
 
nonwhite population of the central city, which was converted
 
to a percentage of the city's population (Farley et al. 1981,
 
p. 44)."
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Farley and Hansel did not report predicted rate of error
 
(PRE; the squaring of a statistical result for comparison
 
purposes) scores since the population under study consisted of
 
all but two of the existing MSA regions within the United
 
States.: From a Pearson'a r analysis, both the community-to­
city ratio of Gibbs and Erickson's study and the community
 
population (MSA, UA) were related and this relationship
 
existed for all crimes except larceny. When the community
 
population was controlled, the relationship was reduced, but
 
still significant. A regression analysis was used to further
 
analyze this relationship. Both community-to-city ratios (MSA
 
and UA) and community populations (MSA and UA) explained 20 to
 
50 percent of the variance for homicide, rape, robbery, and
 
auto theft.
 
The second problem was that social-economic status
 
contributed significantly to city crime rates. The percentage
 
of nonwhites in the city was added to the regression model
 
thereby increasing the explained variance to 25% to 60% for
 
all crimes except larceny. Of these three predictors, only
 
the community-to-city ratio had any relationship to larceny.
 
Farley and Hansel concluded the community-to-city ratio and
 
central city crime rate relationship was not spurious. The
 
relationship was stronger for property crimes than personal
 
(violent) crimes.
 
Because of Skogan's paper (1977), Farley and Hansel
 
concluded the relationship was a result of the city-suburb
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stratification. Suburbanization has been related to city
 
size, density, and percentage of nohwhites. The higher the
 
city-suburb Stratification (characterized by : city si?e:,
 
density, and percentage of nonwhites variables), the higher
 
the central city crime rate. This may explain the increased
 
variance attributed to the percentage of nonwhites predictor.
 
Farley and Hansel recommended using victimization data
 
and comparing the victim residence with the location of the
 
crime. Also recommended was the assessment of at-risk
 
populations as a factor in crime. A third suggestion is
 
studying offender mobility as well.
 
Replication With Stratification Control
 
The correlation between city crime rates and suburban
 
residents may be a function of class stratification. The
 
stratification theory, promoted by Skogan (1977), suggests the
 
city crime rate is a product of the concentration of poor and
 
minority people into the central city. By increasing the
 
density of crime prone people and by using the MSA to city
 
ratio, the rate becomes artificial. This happens when a
 
suburban population (composed of mostly high income citizens)
 
'escapes' the city leaving the poor behind. A large city
 
typically has a large suburban population and a large inner-

city poor population. Again there is a need to control for
 
population inequality.
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Farley (1987) tested Skogan's hypothesis by replicating
 
the Farley and Hansel study (1981) and creating the Y ratio
 
for income inequality as a measure of city-to-suburb
 
stratification. This ratio consists of the central city mean
 
family income divided by the mean family income in the balance
 
of the MSA. When the variance has been controlled for income
 
inequality rCheld .^vt constant Value), the results showed
 
income inequality expla-ined two percent and three percent of
 
robbery and auto theft rates.
 
While the effects were very small, the results suggest
 
partial support for the Skogan income inequality hypothesis
 
(1977) and the Farley and Hansel study (1'981). The
 
suburbanization effects on city crime rates was also supported
 
by the results. Farley concluded the suburbanization effect
 
was real and was not affected by income inequality for all but
 
two of the Part I Crimes.
 
Tourism
 
Jud (1975) attempts to assess the effects of tourism on
 
criminal activity in Mexico. His hypothesis states the
 
incentive for criminal activity increases as the opportunities
 
increase through greater tourism in a given area. Criminal
 
activity is defined,as the existing criminal element plus the
 
criminal migration from surrounding areas. Tourism is
 
measured by the number of hotel and motel rooms classified by
 
Mexico's Tourism Department as "B" or better (comprising three
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categories). categories represented. 41% of all
 
guest:establish Mexico. To control for urbanization/ 
the percentage of city residents to state populations was 
;used. -i.' " ■ 
A regression analysis showed crime was positively related
 
to tourism such that 21% ; of all crimes was explained by
 
tourism. :W total crime was broken down into individual
 
Gategdiies7 fraud, larceny/ robbery, abduction/kidnapping were
 
positively related to tourism (24%,, 28%, 43%, and 15%,
 
respectively). The urbanization control variable had a
 
marginal non-significant effect, i:; ■ 
Jud's study is deficient in several aspects. The
 
urbanization variable may not be a valid measure of the urban
 
concept. The study failed to account for other factors, i.e.,
 
poverty, income, and race known to affect equations using
 
population variables. A second urban variable criticism is
 
the results arrived at in the study. Accepted research has
 
shown a positive correlation between urbanization and crime
 
(Clinard and Abbott, 1973; Ehrlich, 1974). The effect of
 
Jud's urbanization variable on crime suggests urbanization
 
does not affect crime. This is contrary to current research
 
and makes his variable definition a validity issue. Another
 
shortcoming is the failure to distinguish those states that
 
have higher rates of tourism like those states along the U.S.
 
border (Lin 1977).
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tin and Loeb C1977) repli.dated Jud's - 1975,. study and,
 
introduced a dummy variable. This variable controls the
 
^potential differences .between ,U.S. border and non-border
 
states. When this dummy variable was included in the
 
analysis, the original relationship ceased to exist. . And,
 
contrary to the non-effect of urbanization in the original
 
study, urbanization is now positively correlated to crime
 
rates. Specifically, fraud and robbery were significantly
 
correlated to urbanization (p<.05).
 
The result of the Lin and Loeb study was to contradict
 
the findings of Jud's 1975 study. Tourism does not/
 
significantly affect the crime rate. The degree of
 
urbanization does affect the rate. A serious criticism to
 
both the Jud (1975) and Lin and Loeb (1977) studies was their
 
measure of tourism. By using hotels and motel tourism use as
 
tourism variables, there are two validity problems. The top
 
three hotel and motel categories, "AA, A,and B", does not
 
really encompass the hotel use by tourists. Jud acknowledged
 
these three categories compose only 41% of the tourist
 
industry. This means less than half the tourist industry was
 
used as a measure of tourism. This is not a reasonable
 
measure by any standards. Also, the tourist influenced
 
economy is far more complex than one poorly measured factor.
 
Tourism involves such considerations as geographic location
 
(partly addressed by Lin and Loeb), per capita spending.
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recreational facilities, tourist expenditures, and seasonal
 
conditions. None of these concerns was adequately addressed
 
within either study.
 
Jarrell and Howsen (1990) examined the potential effects
 
of tourists (college students and tourists) on city crime
 
rates for the 120 counties in Kentucky. After using extensive
 
business, socioeconomic, and demographic control variables,
 
they found that an increase of strangers into an area had a
 
significant and positive impact on burglary, robbery, and
 
larceny (p. 491). Since the daily mobility population a city
 
experiences are essentially strangers to most city residents
 
these results are useful in the present study. While the
 
study's emphasis was on stranger impact, the results could be
 
used as support for a more extensive examination of daytime
 
mobility.
 
Summary
 
The scientific knowledge on the effects of population
 
denominator refinement is limited but promising. Beginning
 
with Hoggs' 1964 study, the defining of at-risk populations
 
shows a marked difference to the traditional crime rate
 
formula. The more refined the denominator becomes, the more
 
different the rates are when compared to traditional crime
 
rates. In the first attempt to refine the denominator, the
 
business related crime rate was significantly reduced for the
 
business areas within a major city (Hoggs, 1964).
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 The first study on suburban effects on a central city
 
crime rates was carried out in 1976 by Gibbs and Erickson.
 
This study represents the first time Census of Population data
 
were used for research involving suburban populations over a
 
large geographical area. Gibbs and Erickson created suburban
 
ratios by taking the community area (MSA or UA) population and
 
dividing it by the central city's resident population. As
 
mentioned earlier (p. 26), the ratio was interpreted more as
 
a city's attraction measure than a measure of suburban
 
population. , The results supported their contention that
 
traditional city crime rates tend to over-estimate the crime
 
problem for cities. They proposed the association between the
 
community-to-city ratio and a central city's crime rate was
 
due to the interaction of both suburban victims and offenders
 
traveling into the city.
 
Four years later, Stafford and Gibbs (1980) examined the
 
same hypothesis while controlling for the dominance of the
 
central city. Dominance was defined as the ratio of city
 
retail sales divided by MSA retail sales and by the number of
 
workers who travel to the city for work. The existing
 
relationship between suburban population and city crime rates
 
was conditioned upon the dominance of the city. ,
 
Farley and Hansel (1981) controlled the population for
 
both suburban and city variables used in Gibbs' and Erickson's
 
study. They concluded the suburbanization effect was not
 
spurious. The relationship was slightly reduced when
 
population was controlled but was still considered
 
significant. Farley (1987) conducted a replication of the 
Farley and Hansel study (1981): while testing the income 
inequality theory proposed by Skogan in 1977. The income 
inequality found between city,and suburban populations helped 
explain , a small part . of :■ the variance found between 
suburbanization an(i city crime. The primary relationship 
still existed and was significant. . 
Jud's Study (1975) in Mexico illustrated the difficulty 
in measuring the ephemeral nature of non-city residents in 
less developed countries.: The results were contrary to the 
generally accepted relationships and theories of urbanization 
and city crime. Following the analysis of Jud's methodology, 
the city resident to state ratio was shown to be a poor 
measure of urban income and poverty. :In spite of this flaw, 
tourism was shown as correlated to city crime. In a modified 
replication of this study, Lin and Loeb (1977) altered the 
urbanization variable by introducing the border and non-border 
dummy variable. This analysis supported the urbanizatibn 
hypothesis. .This was an important study in that the results, 
may be loosely interpreted as support for the dominance 
proposition proposed by Stafford, and Gibbs (1980) . 
Another tourism study was more recently conducted in 1990 
by Jarrell and Howsen. Their analysis gave ouppbrt to a more 
long-term examination at the state level of the affects 
3 7 
tourism and college students had on a city's crime rate.
 
Increased burglary, robbery, and larceny rates corresponded to
 
higher levels of tourists and students.
 
All the studies reviewed have examined either city 
residents or the effect of an unchanging suburban population. 
These studies attempted to provide a more precise measure of 
a city's crime rate. Until recently this was all that could 
be done for a large scale analysis. On an individual city 
basis, street meters on the city's main thoroughfares provided 
a means for counting incoming and outgoing traffic. In 
California, cities have banded together to form regional 
Associated Governments. These Associations have the resources 
and city co-operation to create trip matrices (explained in 
the Methodology Chapter) for the region and each city. ■ 
All the research examined have used either the eastern or
 
the entire United States as the testing ground for suburban's
 
effects on city crime rates (Boggs--St. Louis; Gibbs and
 
Erickson--U.S.; Farley and Hansel--U.S.; Farley--U.S.).
 
California, on the other hand, is generally accepted in having
 
a high mobility rate when compared to the entire United
 
States. This mobility covers suburban and city residents
 
alike. It is possible this high rate of mobility will
 
exacerbate the difference between daytime and resident city
 
populations when calculating crime rates. However, the effect
 
on San Bernardino County and its cities will be unknown due to
 
Gibbs and Erickson's hypothesized competition effect. This
 
effect Gomes into play when there are two or more cities
 
geographically near each other. The area under study has many
 
cities that are located within twenty miles of each other.
 
This placement may provide competition for the attentions of
 
the suburbanite/commuter. .
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CHAPTER 3
 
METHODOLOGY
 
The goal of this paper is to create a more accurate crime
 
rate by using several different methods for refining the
 
denominator's at-risk populations. The West Coast is chosen
 
for being a very mobile population when viewed against the
 
entire United States. The first hypothesis tests whether
 
Gibbs' and Erickson's measure of suburbia, community
 
population (MSA and UA) to city population ratio, is more
 
pronounced in a mobile region. The second hypothesis
 
questions whether a city's surrounding area population
 
influences a city's traditional crime rate. The third
 
hypothesis asks whether the daily mobility across city borders
 
influences a city's traditional crime rate. The first two
 
hypotheses use the same database while the third hypothesis
 
uses another.
 
Method One
 
The first hypothesis re-examines Gibbs' and Erickson's
 
study using the same research methodology. The hypothesis
 
data comes from the Census of Population, 1990. Two separate
 
indices are created, one for metropolitan statistical areas
 
(MSA) and the other for urban areas (UA). The Pacific Region
 
(California, Oregon, Washington) is the sampling frame. The
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community-to-crime ratio and centra^l crime rates wil be
 
tested for correlation and are defined later (crime rates, p.
 
50; community-to-crime ratio, p. 45).
 
Tbese geographical areas are defined by the Census of
 
Population. Gibbs and Erickson called these areas
 
communities. They believed these communities were the sum of
 
a central city(s), its surrounding population and cohesive
 
ties. These ties are interactions that consistently bring
 
together differing residential areas. Residents in outlying
 
areas commuting to work everyday represents one such tie.
 
City Type ;
 
Within each MSA, the Census of Population selects from
 
one to several central cities for the area. These cities are
 
considered dominant over other cities within the surrounding
 
area. Four types of cities are defined by Gibbs and Erickson
 
and used as a community area; 1) singular city, one central
 
city with the area; 2) primary city, the largest of two
 
central cities; 3) secondary city, the smaller of two central
 
cities; and 4) tertiary city, the third largest of three or
 
more central cities.
 
Because UA's are typically smaller and more numerous than
 
MSA's, the UA's may create a distortion in the analysis by
 
having extreme values called outliers. To correct this
 
validity problem, the same central cities for MSA were used in
 
the UA. When central cities are present in the MSA and not in
 
 the UA, the MSA was dropped from the sample. Conversely, if
 
the UA had a city not central to the MSA, the UA was not used
 
in the sample.
 
Another reason for this validity measure is to control 
for cities that over-bound their respective communities. Such 
over-bounding occurs when cities encompass two or more 
community areas, i.e., Los Angeles and Sacramento. Such 
cities become a composite of different community attributes 
and may confuse the analysis. Because of this, these cities 
were dropped from the analysis. The MSA's and UA's used in 
this Study are shown in Table 1. The names of■the MSA's and 
UA's should not be confused with the city names when examining 
this table. 
Between these validity measures, the MSA and UA regional 
singular city aire the only city: types with enough cases for 
any meaningful anaiysr^^ =15) . The other three City types 
(primary, secondary, and tertiary) have four cases each. 
Therefore, Gibbs' and Erickson's study is replicated in part 
only. 
The demographics for ;these ;cities are different for MSA-
and UA : though the same central city is used for both' 
geographic areas (Table 2) . The population discrepancy comes 
from how the data is tabulated) for each geographical area. 
The MSA's population is defined on the basis of counties. The 
UA populations are based on population density. The incomes, 
age, and percentage of non-whites are identical to the MSA 
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Table 1
 
MSA'S and UA'S USED IN THE REPLICATION STUDY, 1991 
Singular Cities 
Cities 
Primary and Secondary 
Cities 
Tertiary 
Cities 
Bakersfield 
Bellingham 
Bremerton 
Chico 
Fresno 
Eugene/Springfield 
Oxnard/Ventura 
San Jose 
San Diego 
Los Angeles/ Long 
Beach 
Oakland 
Richland/Kenwik/ 
PasCO 
Medford Seattle 
Merced 
Olympia 
Redding 
Salem 
Santa Cruz 
Spokane 
Tacoma 
Yakima 
Yuba City 
Singular Cities, N = 15. 
Primary and Secondary Cities, N 
Tertiary Cities, N = 4. 
4. 
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Table 2
 
IMIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF SINGULAR CENTRAL CITIES* FOR MSA'S AND UA'S, 1991
 
Mean Std. Dev. Median Mode
 
MSA UA MSA UA MSA UA , MSA UA
 
Pop. 97/056 96,997 89,372 89;335 54,827 54,827 27,437 27,437
 
Pop,.
 
Density/
 
Mile2 3.99 3.68, ' 1.48 1.45 3.85 3.15 2.51 2.13
 
Median
 
Age 30.9 30.9 3.06 3.06 31.0 31.0 33.4 =33.4
 
Non-White
 
% of City
 
Pop. 21.3% 21.3% 14.5% 14.5% 18.1% 18.1% 7.6% 7.6%
 
Median
 
Family
 
Income $31,184 $31,184 $4,098 $4,098 $31,203 $31,203 $26,423 Same
 
Per Capita
 
Income $12,681 $12,681 $1,609 $1,609 $12,375 $12,375 $10,237 Same
 
Demographic data for central cities are the same for MSA and UA
 
categories.
 
N = 15-.. .
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defined city populations. The MSA popuiation average (mean)
 
for the Pacifie Region' is 97,056 with the most frequently
 
occurring pdptilation size;of This Regidh. has-a young
 
popuiation:;(median age:pf thirty years) of 1ower-income people
 
(average of $12,681 per year). The average median family
 
income is $31,184 with the most frequently occurring income of
 
$26,423 per annum. Non-whites compose a fifth of the central
 
city population for the MSA Region. These central cities are
 
one of two independent variables. The UA city population
 
averages 96,997 people with variations from 7,662 to 186,332
 
people. •
 
Community/City Ratio
 
The second independent variable for hypothesis one is the
 
suburban population measure created by Gibbs and Erickson.
 
The measure is calculated as the geographical area population
 
(MSA or UA) divided by the central city population. Gibbs and
 
Erickson hypothesized the results could be crudely interpreted
 
as the greater the ratio, the higher the city's crime rate.
 
Conversely, the lower the number, the lower the crime rate.
 
As mentioned , in the Review of Literature Chapter,* section
 
Original Suburban Study (p. 23), the measure represents the
 
attraction a central city has on the surrounding population.
 
Gibbs and Erickson recognized the validity problem expressed
 
in the definition. A central city(ies) does not exist alone
 
in a geographical area. Instead, a geographical area
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 encompasses other less domiriant cities and a cehtpai city's
 
surrounding population may elect to travel to these other
 
subordinate cities. The method however was valid since there
 
were no other suburbia measures at the time of their study.
 
Also, the Census does not delimit their data beyond the
 
geographical urban area. The next lower unit of analysis is
 
the county and would most likely under-bound (under-estimate)
 
a city's suburban population. Gibbs and Erickson chose
 
instead to include a larger part of a city's surrounding
 
population (over-bound), thereby making the measure more
 
conservative.
 
The understanding of under- and over-bounding estimation
 
is an important issue, and requires discussion. A measure
 
under-bounds when the surrounding population for a central
 
city is partially excluded. This under-estimates the suburban
 
population that might come into the city. Conversely, over-

bounding includes too much of the surrounding population as to
 
include those who live too far away from the central city
 
(Table 3). This results in having an enlarged suburban
 
population. It is this over- and under- estimating that
 
causes validity problems. What determines proper coverage is
 
subjective. This determination is unresolvable. In
 
exploratory research, an over-estimation is warranted. If an
 
association and correlation exist, there will be more impetus
 
to further explore denominator refinement.
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Table 3
 
Over-Bounding*
 
Geographical Area (MSA or UA)
 
Surrounding Population
 
(Suburban)
 
Central
 
City
 
Boundaries
 
Under-Bounding*
 
Geographical Area (MSA or UA)
 
Surrounding Population
 
(Suburban)
 
Central
 
City
 
Boundaries
 
*Over-Bounding occurs when the MSA or UA measure over-estimates the
 
surrounding population as to exaggerate the population. Under-Bounding is
 
the under^estimation of the surrounding population.
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The community-to-city ratio (the ratio is defined as MSA
 
or UA populati by the eity populatibn) is a 
of community ^ city■ residents. The larger a ratio, the 
greater the number of potential participants in city crime. 
The ratio is not considered a standardized score and there 
should not be a specific relationship implied by the ratio. 
This means the given value a city might receive over another 
does not translate into a greater or lesser probability of 
crime. What the ratio does allow is to induce a relationship. 
An example is the MSA defined cities of Yuba City and Spokane. 
Yuba City has a 1,226.43 ratio and Spokane has 3, 613 .64 (Table 
4) . These ratios do not mean Spokane has a three times 
greater probability of crime occurring in its city. Each city 
ratio does not allow for comparability to other cities. If a 
relationship exists between ratio and city crime, the strength 
of that relationship is measured inductively. 
Skogan (1977) has proposed city crime rates are the 
result of residential stratification. The city has a high 
concentration of poor and minority people while the upper-
income people, who are typically white, reside outside the 
city limits. This concentration creates an artificial 
correlation between city crime rates and the minority, poor 
populations. The residential stratification is characterized 
by the ecological variables of percentage of city nonwhites, 
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Table 4
 
COMMUNITY-TO-CITY RATIO PER MSA AND UA DEFINED SINGULAR CITY, 1991
 
Community-to-

City Ratio
 
5,434.77
 
3,026.05
 
1,277.80
 
593,17
 
1,897.31
 
1,129.77
 
1,821.20
 
718.31
 
6,674.90
 
4.533.88
 
1.463.89
 
669.74
 
1,784.03
 
647.42
 
1,612.38
 
954.71
 
1,470.36
 
783.64
 
2,780.24
 
1,570.79
 
2,297.34
 
1,523.55
 
3,613.64
 
2,790.38:- V
 
5,862.03
 
4,972.10
 
1,888.23
 
880.54
 
1,226.43
 
771.67
 
MSA and UA
 
Central City
 
BakersfieId
 
Bellingham
 
Bremerton
 
Chieo
 
Fresno
 
Medford
 
Merced
 
Olympia
 
Redding
 
Salem
 
Santa Cruz
 
Spokane
 
Tacoma
 
Yakima
 
Yuba City
 
N =15.
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA,
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
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median city family incQme, and percentage of city families
 
living below poverty level. These ecological variables will
 
help control for the stratification effect.
 
Crime Rates
 
The Uniform Crime Reports for 1990 provide the dependent
 
variables in this study. The variables are: 1) criminal
 
homicide, willful murder and non-negligent manslaughter; 2)
 
forcible rape, forcible attempt or assault to gain carnal
 
knowledge of a female against her will; 3) robbery, the taking
 
or attempt to take anything of value from another by force,
 
threat of force or violence; 4) aggravated assault, willful
 
attack on another to purposefully inflict bodily harm; 4)
 
burglary, unlawful entry or attempted entry of a structure to
 
commit a felony or theft; 5) larceny-theft, unlawful taking,
 
carrying, leading, or riding away of property from another; 6)
 
motor vehicle theft, the theft or attempted theft of a motor
 
vehicle; 7) total crime index, simple sum of all above crimes;
 
8) violent crime index, simple sum of all the above mentioned
 
violent crimes; and 9) property crime index, simple sum of all
 
aforementioned property crimes. These Part I Crime Index
 
variables are the raw counts of all crimes known and reported
 
to the police. The counts were converted to rates by
 
multiplying 100,000 per population (see Appendix A, p. 105).
 
This allows for a comparison between variables.
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A univariate analysis of the: eentral^eity x
 
(Table 5) shows homicide averages one murder per 100,000
 
population, violent crimes overall happens to 9 people per
 
100,000. Larceny is the most frequent occurring crime at 54
 
people per 100,000. On average, ninety crime occurrences per
 
100,000 people exist for central city residents.
 
Arson, a crime category of the Part I Crime Index, will
 
not be used in either method of , analysis. ; There are three
 
reasons that differentiate this crime from other Part I
 
crimes. First, a fire is reported as arson only after an
 
investigation has been conducted whereas the other crimes in
 
the Index are recorded as incidents. Second, all arson cases
 
are recorded whether a more serious Index crime has been
 
committed or not. The other Index crimes follow the UCR
 
recording regulation that when multiple index crimes are
 
committed in one incident, only the most serious crime is
 
recorded. Third, arson does not fall under the exclusive
 
jurisdiction of law enforcement. A third party, the fire
 
department, investigates the case and reports the results to
 
law enforcement. Law enforcement then records the case as
 
arson (Jackson 1988, p. 182-183). These points make arson
 
different enough to bias the analysis.
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Table 5
 
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF CITY CRIME RATES FOR MSA AND: UA REGIONS, 1991
 
MSA and UA Mean 
Central City Mean Error Median Mode 
Homicide 1.00 .045 .040 .000* 
Rape .712 .196 .460 .220* 
Robbery 2.855 1.139 .940 .190* 
Aggravated Assault 5.282 1.892 1.580 .520* 
Total Violent Crimes 8.949 3.250 3.020 .940* 
Burglary 17.9,97 4.937 9.100 2.770* 
Larceny 54.177 12.504 31.420 14.190* 
Grand Theft Auto 9.207 4.598 3.310 1.230* 
Total Property Crimes 81.381 21.580 41.590 20.820* 
Total Crimes 90.329 24.725 43.970 22.660* 
^Multiple modes exist. 
N = 15. 
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\ Method Two
 
The second hypothesis methodology examines the GibbS and
 
Erickson hypothesis through a new measure of suburbia. This
 
hypothesis tests whether the size of a city's surrounding
 
population influences the city's traditional crime rate. The
 
same database used in hypothesis one is used here. The Census
 
of Population delimits the data into MSA and UA geographical
 
areas. These areas are interpretable as encompassing a
 
suburban population. If the central city resident population
 
is subtracted from the MSA (UA) population, the result gives
 
the aggregate surrounding population. These results are shown
 
in Table 6.
 
In all instances, the UA defined suburban population is
 
much smaller than the MSA defined suburbia. No central city
 
over-bounds either regional definition. This sum is
 
multiplied by 100,000 for a ratio. This new variable is
 
called the non-resident variable. The MSA singular city non
 
residents averaged 176,974 people (Table 7). There is a
 
103,840 person variability around the mean. The suburban
 
populations range from a low of 73,134 to a high of 290,814
 
people. The most frequently occurring non-resident value is
 
75,601 people.
 
As expected, the UA surrounding population for singular
 
cities is much smaller. The most common population size is
 
7,138 people. But the average population size is 73,441
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Table 6
 
MSA AND UA POPULATIONS LESS CENTRAL CITY POPULATION, 1991
 
Area's
 
Total
 
Population
 
543,477
 
302,605
 
127,780
 
59,317
 
189,731
 
112,977
 
182,120
 
71,831
 
667,490
 
453,388
 
146,389
 
66,974
 
178,403
 
64,742
 
161,238
 
95,471
 
147,036
 
78,364
 
278,024
 
157,079
 
229,734
 
152,355
 
361,364
 
279,038
 
586,203
 
497,210
 
188,823
 
88,054
 
122,643
 
77,167
 
Central
 
City ■ 
Population
 
174,820
 
174,101 .
 
52,179 ■ 
52,179 ; . 
38,142
 
37,981 ; :
 
40,079
 
40,079
 
354,202 . ,
 
354,202 ^ I; 
 
46,951
 
46,951 .
 
56,216
 
56,216 ;
 
33,840
 
33,840
 
66,462
 
66,462
 
107,786
 
107,786
 
49,040
 
49,040
 
177,196 ' ;
 
177,196
 
176,664
 
176,664
 
54,827
 
54,827
 
27,437
 
27,437 :
 
City's
 
Suburb
 
Population
 
368,657
 
128,504
 
75,601
 
7,138
 
151,589
 
74,996
 
142,041
 
31,752
 
313,288
 
99,186
 
99,438
 
20,023
 
122,187
 
8,526
 
127,398
 
61,631
 
80,574
 
11,902
 
170,238
 
49,293
 
180,694 : :
 
103,315
 
184,168
 
101,842
 
409,539
 
320,546
 
133,996
 
33,227
 
95,206 ,
 
49,730
 
Area
 
Type
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
. , MSA^^
 
• UA ^
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA"
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
':^ '-VUA/;^-\-::
 
MSA
 
■ UA 
; MSA
 
:: UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA and UA
 
Central City-

Bakersfield
 
Bellingham
 
.Bremerton
 
Chico
 
Fresno
 
Medford
 
Merced
 
Olympia
 
Redding
 
Salem
 
Santa Cruz
 
Spokane
 
Tacoma
 
Yakima
 
Yuba City
 
N = 15.
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA
 
UA
 
MSA .
 
UA
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Table 7
 
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS ON MSA/UA AREA POPULATIONS, CENTRAL CITY
 
POPULATIONS, SUBURBAN POPULATIONS, 1991
 
MSA and UA 
Central City Mean 
Mean 
Error 
Std. 
Dev. Median Mode 
Area Populations 
MSA. 
UA 
274,030 
170,438 
46,592 
37,381 
180,451 
144,776 
188,823 
95,471 
122,643* 
59,317* 
Central City 
Populations 
MSA 
UA 
97,056 
96,997 
23,076 
23,066 
89,372 
89,335 
54,827 
54,827 
27,437* 
27,437* 
Suburban 
Populations 
MSA 
UA 
176,974 
73,440 
26,811 
20,278 
103,840 
78,535 
142,041 
49,730 
75,601* 
7,138* 
*Multiple modes exist. Smallest value is shown.
 
N = 15.
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people. The standard deviation is 78,535 people. This means
 
the central city population is larger than the geographical
 
area's population (under-bounding).
 
The sample selection used in the first method is
 
duplicated here with the geographical area variable. The non
 
resident and central city crime rate will be compared while
 
controlling for the geographical area.
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Method Three
 
Mobility Measure-Riverside/San Bernardino Area
 
The third hypothesis (Does the level of daily mobility
 
across city boundaries influence a city's traditional crime
 
rates?) is more complicated. The daytime mobility measure
 
comes from two sources covering the Riverside-San Bernardino
 
Counties and San Diego County. The Riverside/San Bernardino
 
data comes from the Riverside-San Bernardino Association of
 
Governments' (RIVSAN) database. This database generates trip-

table matrices. These matrices provide for point-to-point
 
interactions. This means the matrices are composed of pre
 
determined number of times vehicles pass from a theoretical
 
Point A to Point B.
 
These theoretical passes are built on Newton's Theory of
 
Gravity. Newton's theory states the attraction "force between
 
two bodies is proportional to the product of their masses and
 
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
 
them" (DKS Associates 1992, p. 35). : This means the strength
 
of attractions to an area will determine the amount of trips
 
to and from that area. The trip-generating matrix is composed
 
of trip-making and trip-generating components. The trip-

making part uses a multiple linear regressidn model based on
 
a given census base year data set (in this case, 1990). The
 
census data is used to/estimate trip-making units. These
 
units are defined by: 1) number of housing units with no
 
vehicles; 2) number of housing units with one vehicle; and 3)
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number of housing units with two or more vehicles. The trip^^
 
making estimate is a function of census zonal median household
 
incomes, proportion of single family housing units to total
 
housing units, and the population per housing unit. The
 
output is the trip-making units per census zone.
 
The trip generation component uses rates that are
 
calculated from census survey data using a cross-

classification method. The trip-generation rates are applied
 
to trip-making units to produce the type and number of trips
 
per census zone. These rates are further modified by adding
 
trip attraction factors based on the intensity of activity
 
(total employment, retail employment, airports, and
 
population). The trip attraction factor uses a zero constant
 
co-efficient to make constant the population and employment
 
data (DKS Associates 1992, p.28-35).
 
When these two parts are put together, a trip-generating
 
forecast matrix is created. This matrix uses the census zones
 
to calculate the number of trips between Points A and B.
 
Since cities often cover more than one zone, the zones are
 
combined and trips can then be forecasted from city zone to
 
city zone.
 
Mobility Measure-San Diego Area
 
The San Diego trip forecast model is based in principal
 
on the RIVSAN model discussed above. Unfortunately, the data
 
were not readily usable in its original form. The data were
 
 computed on a per; d.iem basis without any time periods• The
 
following equation is used to make the data usable for this
 
study. The daily trips scores for each city were multiplied
 
by a five day week and multiplied again by 52 weeks. This
 
translates into having multiplied the daily trip score by 260
 
days. The product is a 24-hour day trip value for the year.
 
Logically, the commuter is traveling either to, from, or
 
through the city for work. The average work week involves
 
five days. A reasonable assumption is the traveler will enter
 
the city for non-work trips at least once during the off-time
 
from work. An employee usually has at least one week for
 
vacation per year and will not necessarily travel to the city
 
during that time. However, the commuting populace is not only
 
composed of workers. There are tourists, shoppers, and
 
recreationalists. This population enters into the city 24­
hours a day, seven days a week, and 52 weeks a year. The trip
 
equation estimate should really account for these types of
 
travelers. The equation used is most likely an under
 
estimation, and therefore a conservative measure, of the true
 
number of trips into the city. .
 
■ The effects of this data preparation for the San Diego 
database is unknown. There are no obvious reasons that make 
the San Diego database substantially different from the 
Riverside-San Bernardino. databases. In considering the 
methodological integrity of the process, there may be validity 
problems. The multiplication factors may in fact over­
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estimate the number of trips into a city. ; And, the
 
percentages used for this database may not reasonably
 
represent the area under study. There is no reliable test to
 
impose upon this transformed database that could measure the
 
goodness of fit. Nonetheless, the total effect of this data
 
is believed to offer a reasonable approximation of the
 
mobility rate.
 
Combined Database
 
The two databases are combined into one central database.
 
This database covers Southern California except for the Los
 
Angeles and Orange county areas. These two counties are too
 
densely impacted for a reliable test of the third hypothesis
 
(Does the level of daily mobility across city boundaries
 
influence a city's traditional crime rate?). A 24-hour
 
mobility factor was created by subtracting the outgoing trips
 
from the incoming trips. The results of these calculations
 
are shown in Table 8. These results represent the mobility
 
across city boundaries. The mobility does not exclusively
 
represent the commuter who either travels into or out of the
 
city for work. The results are a measure of those travelers
 
who simply cross the boundaries for any reason. Thus, the
 
results can be, and frequently are, negative. This means the
 
cumulative net effect is an outflow from the city.
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Table 8
 
AFFECTS OF MOBILITY FACTOR ON A CITY'S RESIDENT POPULATION, 1994
 
City
 
Banning
 
Carlsbad
 
Chino
 
Chula Vista
 
CoIton
 
Corona
 
Coronado
 
Desert Hot Springs
 
El Cajon
 
Escondido
 
Fontana
 
Grand Terrace
 
Hemet
 
La Mesa
 
Loma Linda
 
Montclair
 
Moreno Valley
 
National City
 
Oceanside
 
Ontario
 
Ferris
 
Rancho Cucamonga
 
Redlands
 
Rialto
 
Riverside
 
San Bernardino
 
San Diego>
 
San Jacinto
 
Upland
 
Resident
 
Population
 
20,570
 
63,126
 
59,682
 
135,163
 
40,213
 
76,095
 
26,540
 
11,668
 
88,693
 
108,635
 
87,535
 
10,946
 
36,094
 
52,931
 
17,400
 
28,434
 
132,105
 
54,249
 
128,398
 
v?; 133,179 :
 
: 21,460
 
101,409
 
60,394
 
72,388
 
226,505
 
164,164 ,
 
. 1,110,549 ; 

16,210 ^
 
63,374
 
City's
 
Mobility
 
Factor*
 
9,082
 
-23,577
 
-1,068
 
-47,664
 
-172
 
166,213
 
-7/066
 
32,414
 
-38,499
 
-53,975
 
775
 
-101
 
87,007
 
-17,773
 
-211
 
-1,316
 
159,114
 
-13,707 .
 
-45,731
 
-1,556
 
124,256
 
518
 
449
 
. -854
 
418,005
 
-1,265
 
■ : ; : -559,682 
119,587
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Adjusted
 
City
 
Population
 
29,652
 
39,548
 
58,614
 
87,499
 
40,041
 
242,308
 
19,474
 
44,082
 
50,194
 
54,660
 
88,310
 
10,845
 
123,101
 
35,158
 
17,189
 
27,118
 
291,219
 
40,542
 
82,666
 
131,623
 
145,716
 
101,927
 
60,843
 
71,534
 
644,510
 
162,899
 
550,866
 
135,797
 
63,385
 
*Mobility factor is the difference between the daily influx to the city
 
less the daily outflow from the city.
 
N = 29.
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Twelve cities increased their resident-based populations
 
while seventeen decreased due to the addition of the mobility
 
factor. A city is able to have a net decrease in its mobility
 
factor. The mobility factor is a measure of transience on a
 
city's borders. A negative mobility factor suggests there are
 
more commuters passing through a city's boundaries, towards
 
another destination.
 
This gives rise to the legitimate question of whether a
 
city's mobility factor should be subtracted from the resident
 
population. A possible solution may be to consider the
 
mobility factor as two components. The incoming mobile
 
population can be added to the resident population which would
 
give the lowest possible crime rate outcome. Conversely, the
 
outgoing mobile population could the be subtracted to the
 
resident population for the; highest crime rate result. Once
 
this is done, an estimate: of those commuters that might stay
 
within the city could next be calculated, But this becomes
 
even a more vague measure and is contrary to the purpose of
 
this paper.
 
Two population indices are created in Hypothesis Three
 
and they are 1) Resident Population, city residents; and 2)
 
Adjusted City Population, mobility factor added to the
 
resident population. The average city has 108,555 people with
 
half of the cities having at least 63,126 people (Table 9).
 
A typical city has almost 10,456 commuters crossing its
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Table 9
 
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS ON CITY RESIDENTIAL POPULATIONS, CITY MOBILITY
 
FACTORS, AND ADJUSTED CITY POPULATIONS, 1994
 
Mean Std. 
Mean Error Dev. Median 
Mode 
City
 
Populations 108,555 37,065 199,599 63,126 10,946*
 
City's
 
Mobility Factor 10,456 26,866 144,675 -211 -559,683*
 
Adjusted
 
Populations 119,Oil 27,524 148,223 63,385 10,845*
 
^Multiple modes exist. Smallest value is shown.
 
N = 29.
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 borders yearly. When these two populations are combined,
 
approximately 119,Oil people are potential participants in
 
city crimes per city.
 
A Somer's d is performed on the two populations to
 
determine whether d relationship existed. A d-value of .532
 
was the result which is translated into a 28.3% probability
 
(Table 10). This means there is a 28% probability of a
 
relationship between these two populations. Because of this
 
probability, a correlation analysis is carried put.
 
A Pearson's correlation was conducted on the two
 
different population variables. The results show there is a
 
difference between city resident and the adjusted populations
 
(r = .69087; p < .001). When the r value is squared, the
 
factor becomes a predicted rate of error. Thus, 47.7% of the
 
variance is attributable to the mobility factor. This means
 
the two population measures are statistically different. A
 
Spearman's rank-order correlation was also conducted to
 
determine whether the ordering were indeed different between
 
the populations. The results show 41.58% of the ranking was
 
different for the populations due to the mobility factor.
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 Table^ IQ.' ■ 
SPEARMAN'S RANK-ORDER CORRELATION: BETWEEN: THE/CITY RESIDENT POPULATION
 
AND THE,resident PLUS. MOBILITY FACTOR, 199.4
 
City Population
 
Somer's Pearson's Spearman's
 
■ D : -R ■ \ . Rho' -//■:' 
Adjusted city .53202 , .69087* :;.64483* 
Population ■ (28.3:0%) , (47173%) (41.58%) 
*P < .001. 
N = 29. 
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City's Traditional and Adjusted Crime Rates
 
rates are calGulated as aggregate crime
 
(total crime, violent crime, homicide, rape, robbery,
 
aggravated assault, property crime, burglary, larceny and
 
theft, and grand theft auto) divided by city resident
 
population. This factor is multiplied by 10,000 for
 
comparability (Appendix B, p. 108).
 
A univariate analysis (Table 11) of the traditional crime
 
rates for each city shows each city having an average of 771
 
crimes committed per 10,000 people. There were 104 violent
 
crimes (murder,: rape, robbery, and assault) and 667 property
 
crimes per 10,000. Property crimes were committed a little
 
over six crimes per one violent crime.
 
The adjusted crime rate is calculated as the number of
 
crimes per category divided by the resident and mobility
 
populations. The results were then multiplied by 10,000 for
 
comparability (see Appendix B p. 108). An analysis of these
 
adjusted rates show the total crimes reported to the police
 
dropped to 757 crimes per 10,000 (Table 12). Violent crimes
 
dropped slightly from 104 to 98, while property shrunk to 658
 
crimes (from 667) per 10,000 people.
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Table 11 .
 
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS ON CITY'S TRADITIONAL CRIME RATES PER 10,000
 
POPULATION, 1994
 
Grime Mean Std.
 
Rates Mean Error Dev. Median Mode
 
Total
 
Crime Index 771.4 42.6 229.1 769.3 362.5*
 
Murder
 1.0 .2 1.1 .7 .0
 
Forcible
 
Rape 4.4 .3 1.7 3.9 1.3*
 
Robbery 30.9 4.3 23.1 20.7 4.9*
 
Aggravated
 
Assault 68.2 7.5 40.5 61.9 20.0*
 
Total Violent
 
Crime Index 104.5 10.8 58.4 103.6 27.1*
 
Burglary 177.0 11.1 60.0 169.8 56.1*
 
Larceny
 
and Theft 362.1 19.0 102.4 368.7 201.9*
 
Grand
 
Theft Auto 127.8 9.8 52.9 113.5 55.0*
 
Total Property
 
Crime Index 667.3 34.1 ^ 183.7 651.9 335.3*
 
^Multiple modes exist. Smallest value is shown.
 
N =29.
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Table 12
 
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS ON CITY'S ADJUSTED POPULATION CRIME RATES, 1994
 
Crime Mean Std. 
Rates Mean Error Dev. Median Mode 
Total 
Crime 
Index 757.01 85.19 458.78 620.87 91.83* 
Murder .91 .19 1.00 .68 .00 
Forcible 
Rape 4.41 .52 2.79 3.70 .41* 
Robbery­ 31.15 5.10 27.45 20.94 1.18* 
Aggravated 
Assault 62.34 8.47 45.63 50.61 8.10* 
Violent 
Crime 
Index 98.81 13.59 73.21 79.30 15.98* 
Burglary 162.89 15.40 82.94 ,177.86 25.04* 
Larceny/ 
Theft 359.97 41.93 225.79 305.54 44.18* 
Grand 
Theft 
Auto 135.35 19.33 104.08 100.65 6.63* 
Property 
Crime 
Index 658.84 74.24 399.81 552.02 75.85* 
^Multiple modes exist. Smallest.value is shown. 
N =29. 
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CHAPTER 4
 
ANALYSIS OF DATA
 
This study attempts to refine the denominator's'at-risk
 
population in city crime rate calculations. Such refinement
 
will more accurately represent an individual city's crime rate
 
characteristics, thereby making inter-city comparisons more
 
useful. The at-risk population, for purposes of this paper,
 
is defined as the combined city resident population and those
 
non-city residents whom are temporarily in the city. There
 
are three hypotheses being tested. The first two hypotheses
 
revolve around the replication of Gibbs' and Erickson's 1976
 
Study. The third hypothesis questions the effects of daily
 
mobility within the city boundaries. The three research
 
questions are:
 
1. Does Gibbs' and Erickson's city attraction
 
ratio (community/city populations), and their
 
effect on city crime, become more pronounced
 
within a mobile region?
 
2. Do non-city resident population levels
 
influence a city's traditional crime rate?
 
3. Does the level of daily mobility across 
city limits influence a city's traditional 
crime rate? ■ ^ x 
These questions focus on whether crime within the city
 
involves city residents alone (as is implied by the
 
traditional crime rate, i.e., all resident are the
 
denominator) or does the influence of travelers into, from,
 
and through a city's environs contribute to city crime, i.e.,
 
as victims and offenders. Essentially, what is being asked
 
is, "Should the traditional crime rate be modified to include
 
all at-risk peoples so the crime rate reflects the true
 
probability of being a victim of crime?"
 
Question One
 
The first analysis tests whether the suburban population
 
(defined as MSA population divided by central city resident
 
population; UA population divided by central city resident
 
population) is positively related to the central city crime
 
rate. A null hypothesis states: The attraction ratio is not
 
related to central city crime rates. Correlations could only
 
be carried out for singular cities (N = 15) due to an
 
insufficient number of cases for the remaining city types (N
 
< 6). The extremely low sample cases makes the reliability of
 
using Pearson's r questionable. While Spearman's rho was not
 
used in the original study, there is little recourse but to
 
use rho for testing the first hypothesis. Technically,
 
Spearman's rho requires the same preconditions as Pearson's r
 
except rho makes no assumption as to the distribution of the
 
observations and is able to analyze a smaller number of cases.
 
Since Spearman's rho is a modified version of the Pearson's r
 
formula, it is considered a reliable alternative to the
 
Product-Moment correlation. When using the Spearman's rho
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 formula, two criteria must be met., They are ordinal data and
 
few, if any ties. Otherwise, rho can be squared - and
 
interpreted the same as Pearson's r. Thus, the following
 
analysis is a partial replication of the original study.
 
MSA-Crime Association Results
 
A Somer's d anaiysis, being a measure of association for
 
ordinal level data, shows a more likely degree of association
 
between the city's attraction ratio aind city crime (Table
 
13). A Somer's d cons;iste^^ has a sixty percent or better
 
association between the attraction ratio and - a property
 
crimes. MSA-defined grand theft auto is 75% assdciated with
 
a city's attraction . ratio and represents tlie,^^ h^
 
percentage of all three UCR property crimes. Just as in MSA-

defined violent crimes, the relationship between suburban
 
populations and central city crime rates is positive.
 
Criminal homicide, 60%; forcible rape, 68%; robbery, 75%; and
 
aggravated assault, 52% all have high association values to
 
the attraction ratio. " In this relationship, when the
 
community-to-city ratio is high, so is central city crime.
 
The reverse is also true, i.e., a low suburban population
 
means a low crime rate within the city.
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Table 13
 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN A CITY'S ATTRACTION RATIO AND CRIME RATES FOR
 
SINGULAR CITIES WITHIN MSA'S,FOR THE PACIFIC REGION, 1991
 
. • ■ ■ ' . City's Attraction Ratio Defined By MSA Population / 
Grime Rates
 
per 100,000	 Somer's
 
Population:, 19:91 D
 
Total Crime Index	 .64
 
(64%)
 
Criminal Homicide	 .60
 
(60%)
 
Forcible Rape	 .68
 
(68%)
 
Robbery i75
 
(75%)
 
Aggravated Assault .52
 
(52%)
 
Violent Crime Index .64
 
(64%)
 
Burglary .64
 
(64%)
 
Larceny over
 
$50 .60
 
(60%)
 
Larceny under
 
$50
 
Grand Theft Auto .75
 
(75%)
 
Property Crime Index .64
 
(64%)
 
(#) = Predicted Rate of 	Error (PRE) value.
 
* P < .01.
 
N = 15 cases.
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MSA-Crime Correlation Results
 
In Table 14, the Pearson's r for all MSA violent crime
 
categories is significant (p <; .01). As far as explaining a
 
city's crime rate the- attraction ratio (community-to-city
 
population) accounts for at least:. 77% of the crime rate.
 
Spearman's rho, being more sensitive to smaller sizes, has a
 
lower predicted rate of error (PRE). But the values are still
 
considered significant at .01. The dual statistics show
 
criminal homicide rates within the city can be 51% to 77%
 
explained by the attraction ratio. This is compared to the
 
national study of Gibbs' and Erickson's of 11.6%. While the
 
two studies' results cannot readily be "compared" due to
 
different population frames, the differences are noted. In
 
the original study, robbery and criminal homicide were the
 
more strongly correlated to the attraction ratio. In the
 
replicated study, all violent crimes were strongly correlated
 
to the attraction ratio, i.e., forcible rape, 67%; robbery,
 
75%; and aggravated assault, 42% (rho values only).
 
A true property crimes comparison between the original
 
and replicated studies can be carried out for burglary alone.
 
While Gibbs' and Erickson's study did report results for
 
larceny, the larceny category was broken down into two
 
categories, i.e., under- and over-fifty dollars. The current
 
UCR recording has larceny as a single category, but it does
 
not include petty larceny. However, the original larceny
 
categories are still useful since both had significant
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN iA ClWrS : ATTRACTION RATIO AND CRIME RATES FOR
 
: SINGUL;^ CITIE WITHIN THE PACIFIC REGION, 1991
 
City'sAttraction Ratio Defined By MSA Population /
 
Central Cit;y Population
 
Crime Rates V Original Study Replicated Study
 
per 100/000 Results Using Results Using
 
Population, 1991 Pearson's R Spearman's Rho
 
Total Crime Index^	 
.80*
 
(64.0%)
 
Criminal Homicide .34* .72*
 
(11.6%) (51.8%)
 
Forcible Rape .21* .82*
 
(4.4%) (67.2%)
 
Robbery .40* .87*
 
(16.0%) (75.7%)
 
Aggravated Assault .25* .65*
 
(6.2%) (42.3%)
 
Violent Crime Index	 .80*
 
(64.0%)
 
Burglary .35* .77*
 
(12.4%) (59.3%)
 
Larceny over
 
$50 .31* .75*
 
(9.6%) (56.3%)
 
Larceny under
 
,$50 .25*
 
(6.2%)
 
Grand Theft Auto	 
.86*
 
(74.0%)
 
Property Crime Index	 
.80*
 
(64.0%)
 
(#) = Predicted Rate of Error (PRE) value.
 
* P < .01.
 
N = 15 cases.
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 cbrrelatioh. It is assumed these correlations, ^^
 
application of an average mean, can be combined into a
 
significant larceny category for the original study.
 
For singular, MSA-defined cities, the original study's
 
correlations were significant for burglary, larceny over $50,
 
and larceny under $50 (respectively 12.4%, 9.6%, 6.2%,
 
[combined larceny is 7.9%] at p < .01). Burglary and larceny
 
remain significant (p < .01) in the replicated study, burglary
 
at 86% and larceny at 84%. ,
 
UA-Crime Association Results
 
' In Table 15, the associations between the attraction 
ratio and city crime may be seen.■ All crimes have an 
association of 43% (aggravated assault) or better. The 
violent crime index has a 54% PRE when the community-to-city 
ratio is used to predict outcomes. Aside from the assault 
category, the other violent crimes have a prediction value of 
at least 56% (criminal homicide). Forcible rape and robbery 
have an association of 61% and 62% respectively. Property 
crimes show an equally strong association with an overall 54% 
reduction of error. Burglary and the combined larceny/theft 
categories have a , fifty percent association with the 
attraction ratio. Grand theft auto has 62% association. 
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Table 15
 
ASSOCIATIONS BfeTWEEN A CITY'S ATTRACTION RATIO AND CRIME RATES FOR
 
SINGULAR CITIES WITHIN-^ FOR THE PACIFIC REGION/ :199^^ ;: ; ;
 
. ;• ' ■ , 	 cityIs Attraction Ratio Defined By UA Population / 
Centiral City Population 
Crime Rates
 
per 100,000	 Somer's
 
Population, 1991	 ; D
 
Total Crime Index	 .54
 
(54%)
 
Criminal Homicide	 .56
 
(56%)
 
Forcible Rape :	 .61
 
(61%)
 
Robbery	 .62
 
(62%)
 
Aggravated Assault	 
.43 ■ ,v 
(43%) 
Violent Crime Index	 .54 ■ 
(54%) 
Burglary	 .50
 
(50%)
 
Larceny over
 
$50 .50
 
(50%)
 
Larceny under
 
$50
 
Grand Theft Auto	 .62
 
(62%)
 
Property Crime Index 	 .54
 
(54%)
 
(#) = Predicted Rate of 	Error (PRE) value.
 
* P < .01.
 
N = 15 cases.
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UA-Crime Correlation Results
 
. The urbanized area defined attraction ratio (community­
to-city populations) exhibits the same trends found for the
 
MSA-defined relatibfiships. Robbery and criminal homicide show'
 
a greater explanation percentage in the original study
 
(respectively, 34% and 21%) than the other violent crime
 
categories (Table 16). The UA-defined relationships are
 
stronger than they are for MSA-defined relationships. The
 
replication results show larger correlation values than those
 
found in the original study. Spearman's rho squared (PRE) has
 
the attraction ratio correlated to robbery (60%), forcible
 
rape (57%), and criminal homicide (50%) at an alpha level of
 
.01. Contrary to the original study's results, aggravated
 
assault is not significant.
 
The property crimes are all significant (p < .01) in the
 
replicated study. Auto theft has the highest correlation at
 
.74 (54%), and Larceny the lowest at .65 (42%). The central
 
city's burglary rate is 42% explained by the attraction ratio.
 
The original study- had burglary at 22% and both larceny
 
categories were significant (p < .01). at 6.9%.
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Table 16
 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN A CITY'S ATTRACTION RATIO AND CRIME RATES FOR
 
SINGULAR CITIES WITHIN UA'S FOR THE PACIFIC REGION, 1991
 
City's Attraction Ratio Defined By UA Population J
 
Central City Population
 
Crime Rates Original Study Replicated Study 
per ICQ,000 Results Using Results Using 
Population, 199i: Pearson's R ■ Spearman's Rho 
Total Crime Index .	 :7T*
 
(50.4%)
 
Criminal Homicide .46* .71*
 
(21.2%) (50.4%)
 
Forcible Rape .36* .76*
 
(13.0%) (57.8%)
 
Robbery .59* .78*
 
(34.8%) (60.8%)
 
Aggravated Assault .35* .56
 
(12.4%) (--—)
 
Violent Crime Index	 .72*
 
(51.8%)
 
Burglary .47* .68*
 
(22.1%) (46.2%)
 
Larceny over
 
$50 .30* .65*
 
(9.0%) (42.3%)
 
Larceny under
 
$50 .22*
 
(4.8%)
 
Grand Theft Auto	 .74* .
 
(54.8%)
 
Property Crime Index	 .71*
 
(50.4%)
 
(#) = Predicted Rate of Error (PRE) value.
 
* P < .01.
 
N = 15 cases.
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Question Two
 
In question two, the question being asked- is, "Whether
 
the population in the area surrounding the central city
 
a.ffects that ,city's crime rate?" The surrounding population
 
is defined as the area's population (MSA or UA) less central
 
city population. A Somer's d analysis shows there are
 
associations between crime rates arid.metropolitan statistical
 
area-defined suburban populations (Table 17). Robbery and
 
grand theft auto are 60% predicted by non-city residents. The
 
more personal violent crimes, criminal homicide, forcible
 
rape, and aggravated assault have' a lower association with
 
non-city residents (56%, 55%, and 45%, respectively). Both
 
burglary and larceny/theft are 49% explained by suburban
 
populations. Overall-, for MSA-defined suburban populations,
 
there is-a'56% predictability for violent and 52% for property
 
crimes.
 
An urban area-defined suburbia has lower association
 
values with central city crime rates (Table 18) than those for
 
MSA defined populations. Both violent and property crime
 
indices have a. 35% association with a city's surrounding
 
population. The suburban population explains between 28% to
 
39% of the crime rate for'burglary, larceny/theft, and auto
 
theft. Violent crimes also exhibit a tight association
 
grouping of 31% to 42% for the four violent crime categories.
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Table 17
 
ASSOCIATIONS (SOMER'S D) BETWEEN NON-RESIDENT POPULATIONS AND UNIFORM
 
CRIME RATES WHILE CONTROLLING FOR ONLY SINGULAR CITIES WITHIN MSA, 1991
 
Average Annual Non-Residerlt Average Annual Non-Resident
 
Crime Rates Pop. Accounts Crime Rates Pop. Accounts
 
per 100,000 For A Central
 per 100,000 For A Central
 
Population, 1991 City Crime Rate Population, 1991 City Crime Rate
 
Criminal Homicide	 .56 Burglary .49
 
(56%) (49%)
 
Forcible Rape	 .55 Larceny/Theft
 .49
 
(55%) (49%)
 
Robbery	 
.60 Grand Theft Auto .60
 
(60%) (60%)
 
Aggravated Assault	 .45 Property Crime Index .52
 
(45%) (52%)
 
Violent Crime Iridex	 .56 Total Crime Index .52
 
(56%) (52%)
 
N = 15.
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Table 18
 
ASSOCIATIONS (SOMER'S D) BETWEEN NON-RESIDENT POPULATIONS AND UNIFORM
 
CRIME RATES WHILE CONTROLLING FOR ONLY SINGULAR CITIES WITHIN UA, 1991
 
Average Annual Non-Resident Average Annual Non-Resident 
Crime Rates Pop. Accounts Crime Rates Pop. Accounts 
per 100,000 For A Central per 100,000 For A Central 
Population, 1991 City Crime Rate Population, 1991 City Crime Rate 
Criminal Homicide	 .42 Burglary .28
 
(42%) (28%) ,
 
Forcible Rape	 .38 Larceny/Theft .31
 
(38%) (31%)
 
Robbery	 .39 Grand Theft Auto .39
 
(39%) (39%)
 
Aggravated Assault	 .3:1 Property Crime Index .35
 
(31%) (35%)
 
Violent Crime Index	 .35 Total Crime Index .35
 
(35%) (35%)
 
N = 15.
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 ' ; Question Three
 
The third question examines whether a city's daily
 
mobility across it's boundaries influehce their criitte rate.
 
For Gertain crimes, the- daily mobility does indeed haye an
 
,	inf1uence;(Table 19). A Somer's d anaTysis fOr the crimes of
 
criminal homicide, robbery, and grand theft auto, shows a
 
strong association (42%, 33%, and 24%, respectively). The
 
mobility factor has a questionable affect on forcible rape
 
(13.3%). An overview of violent and property crime rates are
 
weakly associated with the daily mobility factor with almost
 
four percent and six percent relationships. When these two
 
sub-indices are combined for a total crime index, there is a
 
four percent association.
 
These patterns hold true when correlations are performed
 
using the Pearson's r and Spearman's Rho (p < .05). These
 
results are shown in Table 20. There were, however, two
 
exceptions when Pearson's r was used. The violent crime index
 
has a mobility factor explanation of 40% (p < .05).
 
Aggravated assault was explained by 29%. Robbery and criminal
 
homicide had the highest explanation of 66% . and 60%,
 
respectively. Of the property crime categories, the mobility
 
factor explained 46% of the grand theft auto rate. The
 
smallest correlation and still significant was forcible rape
 
at 25%.
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 Table 19
 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES, 1994
 
Traditional Crime Rates
 
Somer's
 
Adjusted Crime Rates D
 
Total Crime Index	 .2069
 
(4.3%)
 
Criminal Homicide
 :	 .6550
 
(42.9%)
 
Forcible Rape	 .3645
 
(13.3%)
 
Robbery- .5764
 
(33.2%)
 
Aggravated Assault	 .1872
 
(3.5%)
 
Violent Crime Index	 .1970
 
(3.9%)
 
Burglary-
-.0246
 
(0.0%)
 
Larceny and Theft	 .1970
 
(3.9%)
 
Grand Theft Auto	 .4975
 
(24.8%)
 
Property Crime Index	 .2414
 
(5.8%)
 
(#) = Predicted Rate of Error (PRE) value.
 
* P < .05.
 
N = 29.
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Table
 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES, 1994
 
Traditional Crime Rates
 
Pearson's Spearman's
 
Adjusted Crime Rates R Rho
 
Total Crime Index	 .3003 .2232
 
Criminal Homicide	 .7769* .8094*
 
(60.4%) (65.5%)
 
Forcible Rape	 .5066* .4857*
 
(25.7%) (23.6%)
 
Robbery- .8142* .7123*
 
(66.3%) (50.7%)
 
Aggravated Assault .5466* .2123
 
(29.9%) ISJ
 
o
 
Violent Crime Index .6381* .2241
 
(40.7%)
 
Burglary 
■	 .0164" 
-.0980 
Larceny and Theft . .3233 , .2099
 
Grand Theft Auto	 .6830* .5985*
 
(46.6%) (35.8%)
 
Property Crime Index	 .2748 .2936
 
* P < .05.
 
N = 29.
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Spearman's rho more closely follows the Somer's d
 
association analysis. The violent crime index and aggravated
 
assault are no longer significant. Whereas robbery showed a
 
stronger correlation than criminal homicide, the rho analysis
 
reverses the order such that the mobility factor explains 65%
 
for homicide and 50% for robbery (p < .05). Grand theft auto
 
is significant with a 35% value and forcible rape with a 23%
 
mobility factor explanation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ,
 
The central goal behind most, if not all, criminal
 
justice and criminological theory is the attempt to understand
 
criminal behavior. Environment, when it is considered, is
 
usually in the forms of home, street, -or neighborhood
 
variables. : The goal of this paper is to support criminal
 
theory expansion into the physical environment, The physical
 
environment is often excluded from theory more often for'the
 
very complex nature of the environment.: Such complexity us
 
readily acknowledged . in Crime Prevention Theory and,
 
specifically,: Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
 
(CPTED).
 
In Lab's. Crime Prevention: Approaches; Practices, and
 
Evaluations (1988), the environment covers from architectural
 
design to lighting. Crime is affeGted by police patrol
 
methods to dispute resolution to education'issues. In some
 
instances, parts of CPTED; have been used in current research
 
and implemented by various crimihal justice agencies, i.e.,
 
crime mapping, security cameras, and community policing.
 
CPTED is v^ ah umbrella covering a plethora of
 
variables which are more often difficult to control and
 
measure for evaluation purposes. While crimihal justice and
 
criminological theory take into account some forms of
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environmental variables, CPTED looks at how the physical
 
environment facilitates the crime itself. Criminal behavior
 
is just one variable in the overall equation.
 
The one environment variable analyzed in this paper is
 
- commuter mobility. Commuter mobility is an important
 
environmental variable in that most cities experience to some
 
degree this mobility. The mobility may either be incoming,
 
outgoing, or passing-through mobility. In this study,
 
suburban populations are used in questions one and two while
 
street traffic is used to characterize mobility in question
 
three. The automobile does several things to the environment.
 
Aside from the convenience a vehicle provides, vehicles
 
do many things to us, i.e., gives us an individualized
 
environment, maintains a physical distance from community and
 
people, offers protection, and a sense of control for us. The
 
environment is self-created through the type of vehicle owned,
 
physical environment within the vehicle, such as temperature
 
and comfort, and entertainment through selections of music,
 
food, and et cetera.
 
The vehicle also creates a physical boundary between the
 
driver and everyone else. From the car in front of the driver
 
to the pedestrians on the sidewalk, the vehicle is a solid
 
barrier preventing casual interactions with another person.
 
Some people see the vehicle as a source of protection. Until
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recently with carjackings, being inside a vehicle meant
 
protection from violence. When danger threatens, the driver
 
could flee very quickly from the threat.
 
In sum, what all these effects do for the driver is give
 
a person a sense of control over their lives. Once control is
 
achieved, perhaps an unwillingness or a sense of complacency
 
takes place; Whatever the cause, the driver may ignore all
 
that happens outside of his or her car. Such behavior
 
provides the best environment for deviant behavior to exist.
 
When a sizeable portion of people within an area do not
 
concern themselves with what is going on around them, deviant
 
behavior can flourish. This atmosphere of acceptance is the
 
beginnings of a crime problem.
 
Question One
 
While comparing the original and replicated study results
 
is not possible since two different populations were used,
 
generalizations can be made. The original study used the
 
nation as it's framework from which the cases were drawn.
 
From this, a sixteen percent or less explainability was
 
attributed to the MSA-defined attraction ratio. The UA-

defined ratio accounted for up to a third of the variance
 
found in city crime rates. These results suggest urban area-

defined populations have a closer relationship with central
 
city crime. This means those suburban populations residing
 
closer to city limits are more aptly to head into town than
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those populations residing further away. Such relationships
 
do make sense for the nation. Common sense tells us the
 
farther one lives from a main city, the less likely one is to
 
travel to the city on a daily basis.
 
The replicated study (using the West Coast region) has
 
75% and 60% explained crime rate, respectively for MSA and UA-

defined rsti^ ThesSreshlts suggest there is a probable
 
difference between West Coast Region and the Nation. What
 
might account for the difference, aside from a bias-in the low
 
sample number of the replicated study? This difference is
 
attributed to either, or a combination of, A) /a spurious
 
relationship caused by small sample size; B)unknown cause; C)
 
population mobility.
 
If the relationship is spurious the best that can;be sdid
 
of the replication results is it seems"to follow; Gi3pbs'^^a
 
Erickson's basic premise,of suburban population's influence on
 
city crime rates. Due to the small sample size, the
 
generalizability value of the results to the population-at
 
large is • questionable. There are many unaccounted factors
 
that could have influenced the relationship found. The
 
validity of the measure has been questioned earlier in the
 
Methodology Chapter and, inspite of it's potential flaws, was
 
considered a crude measure of suburban mobility.
 
The original study had UA-defined attractidh ratio as a
 
more viable predictor of city crime rates. The replicated
 
study has the MSA-defined attraction ratio as a better
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predictor. The geographical definition reversal would make
 
sense if a mobile population existed in the area. If the
 
nation has a lower mobility culture (static) than the West
 
Coast Region, the more area specific urban area would under-

bound (under-estimate) the surrounding population. The under-

bound result would over-inflate the community-to-city
 
attraction ratio and lower the UA-relationship accordingly.
 
A mobile population can be characterized by the number of
 
vehicles owned per household and. the number of workers who
 
travel to work (Census of Population provided these
 
variables). The number of vehicles implies a basic mobility.
 
Through the possession of no vehicles, the household is less
 
likely to have extensive day-to-day travels away from the
 
home. While the ownership of at least one vehicle suggests a
 
more mobile lifestyle. Two or more vehicles is even more
 
suggestive of such a lifestyle.
 
In Table 21, the total number of vehicles owned per
 
household is higher for the West Coast Region than for the
 
United States. The West Coast has 92.6% of all households
 
owning one vehicle or more. The United States has 88.5% of
 
households owning one or more vehicles. There are fewer
 
people without cars in the sub-region of the United States.
 
While the regional differences are small, they are nonetheless
 
different and suggestive.
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;x,.Table 21V DL
 OC 00■ 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES OWNED:PER OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS FOR WEST COAST REGION 
MSA''S,AND UNITED, STATES, 1990 ■ ■ 
Occupied Vehicles Owned
 
MSA/Region Housing Units None One Two: Three+ Total*
 
West .Coast Region V ; ^1,472,943 7.4% 32.2% 39.6% 21.4$ 92.6%
 
Bakersfield, CA. 181/480 8.5 34.3 39.0 18.2 91.5 
Bellingham, W^^ i : 48,543: 5.8 29.5 4.06 24.0 94.1 
Bremerton/ WA. 6.2 31.6/ 39.3 23.6 93.9 
ChiCO/ CA; ■ 71,665- : 6.6 342: 38.9 : 20.3 93.4 
Fresno, CA: 220,933 10.2 35:.7 37.1 17.1 89.9 
Medford/ DR., ; , 57,238 / %.8 31.6 40.2 21.4 93.2 
Merced, CA. .; ■ ■ 8.3 33.2 38.7 19.8 91.7 
Olympia, WA.^ 62,150 5.6 30.0 40,1 23.6 93.7 
Redding/ CA^ . // 55,966- 6.1 30.8 40.1 22.9 93.8 
Saiem, ■Or. : 101./661;/ 7 .1 33 .6 3 9.7 : 19. 6 92 . 9 
Sarita Cruz, CA. .8:3/S'66.'r"'-' :- . 6.5 3 0.5^ 38.7 24 .2 93 .4 : 
Spokane, WA. 141,619. . 9.4 32 . 6 37.6 20.4 90 .6 
Tacoma, WA. V 214,652 7 .5 31.3 39. 0 22 .2 92 . 5 
Yakima, WA. :; 65, 985\ 9.0 - 31. 3 37.2 22 .5 91.0 
Yuba City, CA, 42, 887 ;/ .7.5 33 .5 3 8.3 20.7 92 .5 
United States , V 91, 9^^ 11.5 33.8 37.4 17 .3 
*Total-Vehicles-owned percentages may not equal 100% of all households 
when combined with No-Vehicle ownership due to,percentage rounding,. 
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A mobile culture, as suggested by the number of vehicles
 
owned per family (Table 21), could theoretically make
 
superfluous the sense of community (city + surrounding
 
population + communal ties) defined by Gibbs and Erickson.
 
The vehicle enables a person to make a thirty minute bus ride
 
or an hour walk into a ten minute excursion. A more mobile
 
society would enlarge the city's suburban definition. Such an
 
expansion would make, the urban area-suburban definition an
 
invalid measure in that it would under-count said population.
 
The UA, by it's own definition, is a census measure of
 
population density around a Central city. Population density
 
does not equal a city's potential suburban population when a
 
high mobility culture is considered a factor. The MSA is a
 
measure of a central City and it's surrounding population.
 
The UA-defined community-to-city ratio does not adequately
 
capture a more mobile suburban population. This would explain
 
the geographical reversal found in the replication results.
 
In looking at the replicated study results, the more
 
impersonal crimes seem more predictable by the commuter-to­
city attraction ratio. In both MSA-iand UA-defined attraction
 
ratios, robbery is highly predictable by the community-to-city
 
ratio.
 
What may appear as an anomaly are the personal crimes of
 
rape, homicide, and aggravated assault. For both typologies
 
(rape and homicide), the community-to-city ratio predicts no
 
less than half of the central city crimes. Aggravated assault
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was explained by over 40% of only MSA-defined community-to­
city ratios. The results may be showing the growing
 
impersonalization of what is historically considered personal 
crimes. The effect of commuters on the social framework may 
be creating isolation and, with the growing fragmentation of 
our lives within the city setting, the usual restraints of 
peer pressure and conformity are weakened and sometimes 
broken. . ;■ ^ 
For a city with a high attraction ratio, characterized by 
the community population divided by city population, the 
assumption by Gibbs and Erickson is the city has a well-
developed infrastructure, that is, many access roads. If this 
is the case, as seems likely, a second perquisite for a crime 
problem becomes apparent. Potential criminals now have easy 
access and escape routes available to commit crime. This of 
course assumes some offenders live outside the city boundaries 
and are willing to travel into the city for their crimes. It 
would be unreasonable to believe only law abiding people live 
outside the city and are the only ones to travel into the 
city. This may even be more likely in a highly mobile culture 
such as exists in the West Coast Region. 
Question Two 
The impersonalization of traditionally personal crimes is 
exhibited again in the second question's results. Similar 
patterns of associations between the simple measure of 
suburbia (MSA or UA popuiation less central city:population)
 
and city crime rates is very similar to those found in
 
question one results. As would be expected in a high mobility
 
region, robbery and grand theft auto crimes are strongly
 
associated with a MSA-defined suburban population. With the
 
exception of aggravated assault, all other crime rates are
 
roughly 50% (or better) associated with suburban populations.
 
The UA-defined suburban population shows a lower correlation
 
with city crime.
 
Continuing along the OTREP proposal mentioned earlier in
 
this Chapter's beginning, the associations found in the second
 
question test results are reasonably explained. A large
 
surrounding population, combined with a possibly high mobile
 
culture, gives the city an equally high invader population
 
(Crime Prevention Theory). This invader population, being not
 
a part of the city community, does not have an attachment to
 
the community. This invader population is therefore more
 
predatorial and less concerned with the well-being of the
 
community, that is, the city. The associations found between
 
two different suburban population definitions (questions one
 
and two) leads to a questioning of Gibbs' and Erickson's
 
original statement of causes for the associations. As
 
recalled, Gibbs and Erickson believed the commuters who
 
traveled into the city were composed of offenders and victims.
 
They held the urban area-defined community-to-city ratio
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better captured the suburban population than metropolitan
 
statistical area-defined community-to-city ratios. Thus, a
 
high ratio would consequentially have a high city crime rate.
 
Based on the questions one and two results, the
 
geographical reversals are the result of regional differences
 
as discussed earlier in this chapter under Question One. The
 
second observation is the geographical definitions (MSA and
 
UA) used to create the suburban measures are questionable. As
 
briefly discussed in the Methodology Chapter, MSA's are
 
defined on the basis of central cities and their surrounding
 
communities. UA's are based on population density. The urban
 
area is under-bounding (under-estimating) the suburban
 
population for the mobile West Coast Region.
 
Question Three
 
The day-to-day mobility a city experiences should have an
 
effect on that city's crime rate. According to this study's
 
results, such an effect does occur for violent crimes. Grand
 
theft auto also appears to be affected by daily mobility.
 
Auto theft is expected to have a relationship with mobility in
 
that the number of vehicles available for theft increases with
 
a corresponding increase in mobility.
 
The results for question three conflict with accepted
 
research on violent crime occurrence and offender behavior.
 
Violent crime usually occurs among family, friends, and
 
acquaintances. This usually translates into violent crime
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occurring within the work, place, home, or neighborhood.
 
Offenders are shown to seldom travel outside of these venues
 
to commit their crimes. These crimes are brought on by sudden
 
impulse with very little pre-meditation involved.
 
From question three results, a new trend in violent
 
behavior and violent crimes is suggested. Baker (1986) in
 
studying the spatial characteristics of offender's residence
 
and criminal act, made this observation: : "In cities and urban
 
areas in general . . . distance in miles may not be a
 
sufficient indicator of the psychological or social distance
 
a person travels" (p. 60). This distance is called symbolic
 
distance.
 
Baker uses symbolic distance in discussing the distance
 
an offender travels to commit their crimes. The distance an
 
offender travels is determined by the degree of separation
 
from the home needed to commit the crime. But, if symbolic
 
distance is a socially contrived separation needed for a
 
deviant act to occur, what would happen in a highly mobile
 
culture?
 
For instance, in a less mobile region an offender may
 
feel comfqrtable with going to the next neighborhood to commit
 
a crime. This is plausible when many neighborhoods are self-

contained .entities such as those in the East Coast Region.
 
Such neighborhoods have their own stores, employment, and
 
recreation opportunities. An opposing instance would have the
 
neighborhood as a bedroom community with very small self­
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identification among the residents. Entertainment is sought
 
elsewhere, employment opportunities are considered better
 
outside the local area, and super retail chains are the
 
preferred shopping areas.
 
The willingness to travel leads into the OTREP principle
 
underlying the CPTED general theory. According to Kaplan
 
(1978), available targets is one of four elements enabling
 
crime to occur. Kaplan believes the equation: Opportunity
 
equals Target, Risk, Effort, and Payoff. OTREP is the basic
 
environmental cause of crime (Lab 1988, p. 19). Certainly in
 
the suburban setting the creation of "bedroom communities",
 
wherein double wage earning families leave the community for
 
work, lowers the risk factor. The targets are empty homes.
 
Effort is low generally through the use of cars and easy
 
access to communities. Payoff is relatively high with the
 
small portable electronic hardware found in most homes. But
 
does OTREP work in the city? It is believed to work in the
 
following way. In the more developed cities, targets are more
 
plentiful and varied, i.e., people and businesses. The risk
 
factor is possibly lower in that there seems to be more
 
isolation among it's residents and commuters with their
 
automobiles. Also, the city has a high population to law
 
enforcement officer ratio making the chances of being caught
 
in a deviant act less likely. Effort is lower within the city
 
for the simple reason of target diversity. Such diversity
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allows the potential offender to selectively choose particular
 
targets for victimization. The payoff should be relatively
 
the same as the payoff in suburbia.
 
, Conclusions
 
In 1988 the NIBRS Project Steering Committee recommended
 
a new system of crime recording for those agencies
 
contributing to " the Uniform Criml^^ Reports program. The
 
committee, in recognizing thb;simple nature of the Reports and
 
it's limitations for analyzing complex relationships,
 
suggested the program be converted into a National Incident
 
Based Recording System. In this proposed system, each crime
 
incident or crime would be fully recorded even if multiple
 
crimes took place during a crime episode. Unfortunately the
 
denominator of the report equation was ignored. The main
 
focus of the 1988 report was on improving the crime count or
 
the numerator. For the UCR to truly be a useful tool for
 
researchers, policy-makers, and police departments, the risk
 
factor must be valid and reliable. And this means looking a,t
 
the denominator or population.
 
The Uniform Crime Reports are tabulated as reported area
 
crimes divided by area population. Back in 1929, the American
 
culture was more stable and vehicles were not as common as
 
they are now. At the time, the simple crime rate was the most
 
appropriate means for creating a probability rate. But now.
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with the extensive use of automobiles, bedroom Gomraunities,
 
and multiple highway systems, the time has come to consider
 
modifying the UCR calculation.
 
The UCR program is an example of how criminal justice 
theory is slowly moving away from a behavioral approach to a 
partial OTREP context. With the desire to record as much 
information about the crime, i.e., offender and victim 
residence location, place of crime, time of day, et cetera, 
there is a recognition that environmental factors may be a 
part of crime occurrence. ' How such recording will affect 
crime rates is unknown since only five percent of the nation 
is following NIBRS (Chaiken 1997, pg.5). But it seems the 
taking into account of such factors can only help clarify our 
understanding of crime and criminal behavior. ■ 
The commuter effect on cities has not been seriously
 
studied on a larger scale than that of individual cities.
 
This study examined commuter mobility on a county-wide area.
 
There are implications derived from this study even though the
 
results are exploratory. Road rage, a relatively new
 
phenomenon, is currently being studied by policymakers and
 
researchers. As the name implies, drivers express their angst
 
towards other drivers in some physical manner. What causes
 
these outbursts is not exactly known. The most apparent cause
 
is stress derived from the driver's daily commute or errand.
 
How this rage will manifest itself towards other drivers and
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the surrounding enyihonment^ e., ■ city and pedestrians) is 
still being Gohsidered and ■ d But this is juSt one 
recent example of how commuters affect the environment. 
Commuters are associated with auto theft, aggravated
 
assault, and robbery. Exactly how these crimes are related to
 
commuter ^ m^^ is; not known legal m^ for
 
protecting citizens from these crime types is law enforcement.
 
Law enforcement is charged with the social peace-keeping of
 
the citizenry. Traditional law enforcement's nature is a
 
reactive response to crime and social disturbance. During the
 
past few years, law enforcement has become increasingly
 
involved with community policing in an effort to prevent crime
 
and maintain social order.
 
In order to prevent crime, one must know what causes
 
crime. Social theories on individual behavior have
 
extensively been studied and theorized since Beccaria's time.
 
And yet, crime is still prevalent not only in the inner-cities
 
but is considered a universal problem in all parts of society.
 
Law enforcement needs to become a supporter and implementer of
 
even more research into the physical environment of crime. In
 
this manner, these agencies will become more involved in a
 
proactive effort to prevent crime.
 
City councils and management often feel the public
 
pressure to lower the crime fear felt by many citizens. The
 
most common solutions are to hire more police officers, expand
 
law enforcement expenditures, and seek community involvement
 
and input. But these solutions have not worked and most
 
likely will never work. City leaders must weigh the difficult
 
balance between growth and safety. ;Gr^ is expressed as
 
more roads, better business opportunities, and more city
 
attractions. Safety often is achieved through dead-end and
 
cul-de-sac streets, limited thorough-fares, business and
 
residential districts, and close ties between business and
 
residents. One effort to create balance is by using
 
environmental designs which faci1itate growth and: safety at
 
fhe same time. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
 
has long been advocated by urban planners and architects while
 
greatly ignored by criminal justice and criminology
 
researchers (Jeffery 1976, p. 150).
 
CPTED, while it does not ignore the sociological behavior
 
of criminals, treats behavior as only one variable in the
 
equation. CPTED elevates the physical environment as central
 
to the equation of what causes crime. Once a potential
 
criminal has decided to commit a crime, the next phase is to
 
select the crime target. In effect, criminological theory
 
determines whether to commit the crime, CPTED affects the
 
"where" to commit the crime, and criminal justice theories
 
examine the official response to the crime and criminal.
 
CPTED has only recently been embraced by the national
 
government with NIBRS and by local police departments with
 
community policing. But CPTED is only in it's infancy and has
 
not been rigorously examined by criminal justice and
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criminology researchers. These researchers, with their unique
 
perspective and experience, can either lend credence to CPTED
 
or show it is a fad created by outsiders.
 
There have not been any studies conducted in the West
 
Coast Region for offender mobility from the offender's
 
residence. All existing studies have been of the East Coast
 
Region or National setting (Louisiana, Boggs 1964; Florida,
 
Capone 1976; U.S., Gibbs 1976; New York, Smith 1976; U.S.,
 
Farley 1981; Ohio, Faker 1986; U.S., Farley 1987; Kentucky,
 
Jarrell 1990). It is possible Farley and Hansel (1981) are
 
right in believing offenders are not a part of the city's
 
mobility. By playing the devil's advocate there are no
 
studies directly supporting such a conclusion. Currently, the
 
only method for gathering such offender mobility is through
 
arrest and conviction records. These records are not
 
necessarily the most reliable source of information. The last
 
known address, crimes committed under a previous address,
 
unknown address are just a few of the problems with offender
 
records. With the implementation of NIBRS, there will
 
eventually be a consistent source of residence data. However,
 
a mobile population's composition currently remains unknown.
 
Before the denominator of the UCR calculation is
 
modified, more specific research should be conducted. This
 
additional research^ needs more specificity as to what
 
constitutes the population-at-risk.; The population can be
 
refined by the exclusion of males from the rape population to
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the inclusion of other populations like the ones tested in
 
this study. As can be seen from this paper, there are
 
relationships to crime which affect that crime's rate.
 
Obviously, mobility has many forms and only vehicular traffic
 
was considered here. But, if those who make policy are to do
 
so effectively, criminal justice researchers must pursue this
 
avenue of research. When decisions are made involving public
 
funds and, at times, millions of dollars, it behooves
 
decision-makers to have the most valid and reliable
 
information. Currently, this is not the case.
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APPENDIX A
 
CENTRAL CITY CRIME RATES PER 100,000 POPULATION
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 CENTRAL:GITY VIOLENT GRIME RATES PER 100,000 POPULATION FOR MSA AND UA
 
REGIONS, 1991 

MSA and UA
 
Central City
 
Bakersfield
 
Bellingham
 
Bremerton
 
Ghico
 
Fresno
 
Medford
 
Merced
 
Olympia
 
Redding
 
Salem ,
 
Santa Cruz
 
Spokane
 
Tacoma V
 
Yakima
 
Yuba City
 
N = 15.
 
v 

Murder
 
.25
 
.00
 
.04
 
.03
 
.66
 
.00
 
.04
 
.01
 
.03
 
:06
 
.00
 
.08
 
.25
 
.01
 
.04
 
: 	 V
 
Rape 

.65
 
.28
 
.46
 
.40
 
2.58
 
.36 ■ 
.22 ;
 
:;;;;.22' - .'
 
.50
 
..50
 
.32
 
.98
 
2,45
 
.55
 
.21
 
Robbery
 
5.25
 
.46
 
.59
 
.39
 
15.92
 
' • 	 .51
 
.86
 
.19
 
.94 ■
 
1.90
 
1.02
 
3.15
 
9.69
 
1.63
 
.32
 
Assault
 
10.80
 
;. 83
 
1.06
 
1.52
 
24.83
 
1.51
 
1.58
 
.52
 
2.32
 
.56
 
2.07
 
6.86
 
18.57
 
4.99
 
1.21
 
Total
 
Violent
 
Grimes
 
,16.95
 
1.57
 
2.15
 
2.34
 
^ 43.99
 
•, 2.38
 
2.70
 
3.79
 
3.02
 
3.41
 
11.07
 
30.96
 
7.18
 
1.78
 
1,05
 
.94 
 .Table A2
 
CENTRAL CITY PROPERTY CRIME RATES PER 100/000 POPULATION FOR MSA AND UA
 
REGIONS/1991 : 
MSA.and UA 
Central City Burglary 
Bakersfield 
Bellingham 
Bremerton 
, 33.57 
5.49 
5.01 
Chico 6.10 
Fresno 71.37 
Medfdrd 6.84 
Merced 
Olympia 
Redding 
Salem 
^ 
7.90 
2.77 
9.94 
15.63 
^ 
Santa Cruz 
Spokane 
Tacorna / 
Yakima 
Yuba City 
■ 
. ■ 
9.10 
35.7? : 
39.56 
15.79 
5.09 
N 15V 
Grand
 
Theft
 
Larceny. Auto
 
77.92 12.47 
31.42 2.00 
21.46 1.55 
20.05 2.27 
186.23 71.37 
32.69 2.06 
22.94 2.29 
18.69 1.23 
;26.?70 . 3.31 
63.05 4.83 
28.83 4.33 
98.78.'^^ ^;^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^ ■ 7 
119.75 : 17.78
 
49.95 3.83
 
14.19 / ;1.54
 
Total
 
Property
 
Crimes
 
123.96
 
38.91
 
28.02
 
28.42
 
328.97
 
41.59
 
33.13
 
22.69
 
39.95
 
83.51
 
42.26
 
141.82
 
177.09
 
69.57
 
20.82
 
Total .
 
Crimes
 
140.91
 
40.48
 
30.17
 
30.76
 
372.96
 
43.97
 
35.83
 
23.63
 
43.74
 
■ 86.53 
; 45.67 
152.89
 
208.05
 
76.75
 
22.60
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APPENDIX B
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES BY CITY
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Table B1
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR BANNING* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
City Resident Plus Mobility 
city Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 894.99 620.87
 
Criminal Homicide 2,92 2.02
 
Forcible Rape 3.40 2.36
 
Robbery 18.96 13.15
 
Aggravated Assault 88.48 61.38
 
Violent Crime Index 113.76 78.92
 
Burglary 293.15 203.36
 
Larceny/Theft ,416.14 288.68
 
Grand Theft Auto 71.95 49.91
 
Property Crime Index 781.23 541.95
 
Banning's base population (20,570) decreased (9,082) to 11,488.
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Table B2
 
TR^ITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR CARLSBAD* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft ' 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
894.99
 
.63
 
4.28
 
' / 15.21
 
40.55
 
60.67
 
114106
 
303.68
 
109.31
 
527.04
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
938.09
 
1.01
 
6.83
 
24.27
 
64.73
 
96.84
 
182.05
 
484.72
 
174.47
 
841.24
 
* Carlsbad's base population (63,126) Increased (23,577) to 36,7,03.
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Table B3
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR CHINO* BY EACH CRIME:CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
City-

Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
544.72
 
.67
 
3.35
 
15.75
 
39.71
 
59.48
 
131.87
 
276.80
 
76.57
 
485.24
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility-

Factor
 
554.65
 
.68
 
3.41
 
16.04
 
40.43
 
60.57
 
134.27
 
281.84
 
77.97
 
494.08
 
* Chino's base population (59,682) increased (1,068) to 60,750.
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Table B4
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR CHULA VISTA* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobility
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 741.62 1,145,.61
 
Criminal Homicide .52 .80
 
Forcible Rape 3 , 4.91
.18 ,

Robbery 23.16 35.
, 77
 
Aggravated Assault 62. 89 97.

.14
 
Violent Crime Index 89.74 138.63
 
Burglary 122. 188.69
15 

Larceny/Theft 345.14 533. 15 ,
 
Grand Theft Auto 184.59 , 15
285,

Property Crime Index 651.88 1,006.,98 .
 
* Chula Vista's base population (135,163) increased (47,664) to 182,827
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TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED GRIME RATES FOR COLTON* BY: EACH CRIME CATEdoRY
 
PER 	10/000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Total Grirnes/,
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
905.43
 
; 	 2.49
 
3.73/
 
37.55
 
■ ^ 	 61.92 
105.69
 
229.28
 
410.07
 
160.40
 
Property Crime Index / 799.74
 
Total.Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
909.32
 
2.50
 
3.75
 
37.7i;
 
62.19
 
106.14
 
230.26
 
411.83
 
161.08
 
803.18
 
* Colton's base population (40,213) increased (172) to 40,385.
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 '.0 ^ . . .■ ■ ■ . 'Table v;B6"' 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR CbRONA* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY 
PER .io^.,oo,:o-/.:-r99i. 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population
City Resident Plus Mobility
city Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 789.01 247.78 
Criminal Homicide .53 .17 
Forcible Rape : 1.31 -41 
Robbery 21.81 6. 85 
Aggravated Assault 58.09 18.24 
Violent Crime Index 81.74 25.67 
Burglary 182.40 ^ 57.28 ■ " 
Larceny/Theft 387.80 121.79 
Grand Theft Auto 137.07 43 . 04 
Property Crime Index 707.27 222.11 
* Corona's base population (76,095) decreased (166,213) to -90,118. 
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 V Tabie B7
 
TRMDITPDNAL and CRIME RATES FOR CORONADO* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index
 
Criminalv Homicide
 
Forcible Rape
 
Robbery
 
Aggravated Assault
 
violent Crime Index
 
Burglary
 
Larceny/Theft
 
Grand Theft Auto
 
Property Crime Index
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
r Population •
 
362.47
 
.00
 
2.26
 
4.90
 
19.97
 
27.13
 
56.14
 
224.19
 
55.01
 
335.34
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor '
 
493.99
 
•00 V- y
 
3.08
 
6.68
 
27.22
 
36.97
 
76.51
 
305.54 .
 
74.97
 
457.02
 
* Cbrpnado's base population (26,540) increased (7;066) to 33,606.
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Table B8
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR DESERT HOT SPRINGS* BY EACH
 
CRIME CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
City Resident Plus Mobility 
City Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 930.75 246.36
 
Criminal Homicide .86 .23
 
Forcible Rape 6.86 1.81
 
Robbery 16.28 4.31
 
Aggravated Assault 137.13 36.30
 
Violent Crime Index 161.12 42.65
 
Burglary 245.11 64.88
 
Larceny/Theft 411.38 108.89
 
Grand Theft Auto 113.13 29.94
 
Property Crime Index 769.63 203.71
 
* Desert Hot Springs' base population (11,668) decreased (32,414) to ­
20,746.
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vV'"' V
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED GRIME RATES FOR EL CAJON* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobi1ity
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 649,.09 . 1,146.95
 
Criminal Homicide .23 ' .40
 
Forcible Rape ■■ ■ , .95 6.97 
Robbery 19.05 33.67
 
Aggravated Assault 45.89 81.09
 
Violent Crime Index 69.11 , 122.13
 
Burglary - 134..40- 237.48
 
Larceny/Theft ^ 330.13:V'V'; ■: 583 .34 
Grand Theft Auto 115..45 > 204 .01 
Property Crime Index 579.. 98 1, 024. 82 . . . . 
* El Cajon's base population (88,693) increased (38,499) to 127,192 
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Table BIO
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR ESCONDIDO* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
847.24
 
.37
 
4.05
 
22.64
 
59.28
 
86.34
 
169.83
 
458.42
 
132.65
 
770.10
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
1,683.86
 
.73
 
8.05
 
45.01
 
117.82
 
171.61
 
337.54
 
911.09
 
263.63
 
1,530.55
 
* Escondido's base population (108,635) increased (53,975) to 162,610.
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Table Bll
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR FONTANA* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
812.93
 
1.26
 
7.54
 
35.07
 
70.71
 
114.58
 
203.46
 
368.65 ­
126.24
 
698.35
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
805,80
 
1.25
 
7.47
 
34.76
 
70.09
 
113.58
 
201.68
 
365.42
 
,125.13
 
692.22
 
* Fontana's base population {87,535) decreased (775) to 86,760.
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Table B12
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR GRAND TERRACE* BY EACH CRIME
 
■ CMEGORY.PER-IO,OOOy 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
city Resident Plus Mobility 
City- Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 524.39 529.28
 
Criminal Homicide .00 .00
 
Forcible Rape 4.57 4.61
 
Robbery- 11.88 11.99
 
Aggravated Assault 62.12 62.70
 
Violent Crime Index 78.57 79.30
 
Burglary 160.79 162.29
 
Larceny/Theft 201.90 203.78
 
Grand Theft Auto 83.14 83.91
 
Property Crime Index 445.82 449.98
 
* Grand Terrace's base population (10,945) increased (101) to 11,047.
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Table B13
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR HEMET* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
City Resident Plus Mobility 
City Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 971.63 284.89
 
Criminal Homicide .00 .00
 
Forcible Rape 3.88 1.14
 
Robbery 19.67 5.77
 
Aggravated Assault 96.14 28.19
 
Violent Crime Index 119.69 35.09
 
Burglary 209.18 61.33
 
Larceny/Theft 536.38 157.27
 
Grand Theft Auto 106.39 31.19
 
Property Crime Index ,851.94 249.79
 
* Hemet's base population (36,094) decreased (87,007) to -50,913
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Table B14
 
TRADITIONAL AMD ADJUSTED CRIME FOR LA MESA* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
. Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobility
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 693.73 1,044.43
 
Criminal Homicide .19 .28
 
Forcible Rape 2 , 3.70
.46
 
Robbery 18,.89 28,.44
 
Aggravated Assault 32.50 .92
, 48.

Violent Crime Index 54 , 81.
.03 35
 
Burglary 135.27 203.
65
 
Larceny/Theft 356.69 537. 00
 
Grand Theft Auto 147. 222,
74 .42
 
Property Crime Index 639.70 963.08

* La Mesa's base population (52,931) increased (17,773) to 70,704.
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Table Bi5
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED GRIME RATES FOR LOMA LINDA* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime ■ Index ;/ 
Criminal Homicide 
Forcible Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Violent Crime Index 
Burglary 
Larceny/Theft V 
Grand Theft Auto 
Property Crime Index 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
- 555;.17.
 
.00
 
4.60
 
20.69
 
50.00
 
75.29
 
178.16
 
202.30
 
99.43
 
479.89
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Pluis Mobility
 
Factor
 
561.99
 
.00
 
4.65;
 
20.94
 
50.61
 
76.21
 
180.35
 
204.78
 
100.65
 
485.78
 
* Loma Linda's base population (17,400) increased (211) to 17,611.
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Table m
 
TI^ITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR MONTCLAIR* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000,^^ ;^^
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape v 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident,
 
Pppulation
 
1/202.79
 
.70
 
/ 6.33
 
; 80.54
 
61.19
 
148.77
 
200.46
 
628.82
 
224.73
 
1,054.02
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
1,261.15
 
.74
 
V 6-64
 
: 84.45
 
64.16
 
155.98
 
■ 210.19 
659.34
 
235.64
 
1,105.17
 
* Montclair's base population (28,434) increased (1,316) to 29,750.
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Table B17
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR MORENO VALLEY* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobility
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 630.41 ,
, 285.97
 
Criminal Homicide .45 .21
 
Forcible Rape 3.33 .51
, 1,

Robbery 18,.62 8,.45
 
Aggravated Assault 81.15 36..81
 
Violent Crime Index 103. 46.
55 97
 
Burglary 150. 68.30
56 

Larceny/Theft 287.80 130. 55
 
Grand Theft Auto 88. 49 40. 14
 
Property Crime Index 526.,85 239,.00
 
27,009.
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Table B18
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR NATIONAL CITY* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
945.09
 
1.11
 
5.35
 
56.41
 
73.92
 
136.78
 
160.19
 
400.19
 
247.93
 
808.31
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
1,264.61
 
1.48
 
7.15
 
75.48
 
98.91
 
183.02
 
214.35
 
535.49
 
331.75
 
1,081.59
 
* National City's base population (54,249) increased (13,707) to 67,956.
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Table B19
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED,CRIME RATES FOR OCEANSIDE* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10/000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
704.53
 
.86
 
7.40
 
28.27
 
77.34
 
113.86
 
147.12
 
330.07
 
113.48
 
590.66
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
1,094.27
 
1.33
 
11.49
 
43.91
 
120.12
 
176.85
 
228.51
 
.512.66
 
176.25
 
917.42
 
* Oceanside's base population (128,398) increased (45,731) to 174,129.
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Table B20
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR ONTARIO* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
City Resident Plus Mobility 
City Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 798.92 808.37
 
Criminal Homicide 1.43 1.44
 
Forcible Rape 5.33 5.39
 
Robbery 50.83
 
Aggravated Assault 70.73 71.57
 
Violent Crime Index 127.72 129.23
 
or
 
MC
Burglary 175.78 177.86
 
o
 
Larceny/Theft 374.08 378.51
 
Grand Theft Auto 121.34 122.77
 
Property Crime Index 671.20 679.14
 
* Ontario's base population (133,179) increased (1,556) to 134,735.
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Table B21
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR FERRIS* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobility
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 1,108,.57 163.26
 
Criminal Homicide 3 , .55
.73
 
Forcible Rape 6,.52 .96
 
Robbery 54,.05 7 ,
.96
 
Aggravated Assault 54, 8.10
.99 ,

Violent Crime Index 119,.29 17.57
,

Burglary 314 46.25
. 07 ,

Larceny/Theft 470. 18 69,.24
 
Grand Theft Auto 205..03 30 ,
.20
 
Property Crime Index 989. 145.69
28 

* Ferris' base population (21,460) decreased (124,256) to -102,796.
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Table B22
 
TI^ITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR RANCHO CUCAMONGA* EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 
Criminal Homicide 
Forcible Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Violent Crime Index 
Burglary 
Larceny/Theft 
Grand Theft Auto 
Property Crime Index 
Total Crimes/ 
city Resident -
Total Crimes/ Population , 
City Resident 
Population 
Plus Mobility 
-■ / ■Factor /■-/■ ■ ';■ ■ ^V/" ; ■ :'■■■ , ■ , ■ ■ 
436.94 434.72 
.59 .59 
3 .55 3 .53 
12 .42 12.36 
22 .29 22.17 
38.85 38.66 
107.88 107.33 
225.72 224.57 
64 .49 64.16 
398.09 396.07 
^ Rancho Cucamonga' s.base population (101,409) decreased (518) to 100,891. ; 
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Table B23
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR REDLANDS* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
526.05
 
.17
 
2.98
 
19.87
 
36.76
 
59.77
 
116.40
 
256.65
 
93.22
 
466.27
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
522.16
 
.16
 
2.96
 
19.72
 
36.49
 
59.33
 
115.54
 
254.75
 
92.53
 
462.83
 
* Redlands' base population (60,394) decreased (449) to 59,945.
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Table B24
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR RIALTO* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
PER 10,000, 1991
 
City-

Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto ; 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
635.19
 
1.24
 
2.76
 
44.48
 
38.13
 
86.62
 
172.13
 
268.28
 
108.17
 
548.57
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
642.77
 
1.26
 
2.80
 
45.01
 
38.58
 
87.65
 
174.18
 
271.48
 
109.46
 
555.12
 
* Rialto's base population (72,388) increased (854) to 73,242.
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TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR RIVERSIDE* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
881.88
 
.97
 
5.30
 
48.48
 
81.46
 
136.20
 
207.63
 
384.36
 
153.68
 
745.68
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
309.93
 
.34
 
1.86
 
17.04
 
28.63
 
47.87
 
72.97
 
135.08
 
54.01
 
262.06
 
* Riverside's base population (226,505) decreased (418,005) to -191,500.
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Table B26
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR SAN BERNARDINO* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Total Crimes/ Population
 
City Resident Plus Mobility
 
City Population Factor
 
Total Crime Index 1,387,.82 1,398,.60
 
Criminal Homicide 4 , 4.60
.57 ,

Forcible Rape 8.41 .47
, 8,

Robbery „ 111,.78 112. 65
 
Aggravated Assault 228.31 .
, 230 08
 
Violent Crime Index • 353., 06 355. 80
 
Burglary 309..14 311.54
 
Larceny/Theft 522. 16 526.22
 
Grand Theft Auto 203.46 205.
04
 
Property Crime Index 1,034.76 1,042.,79
 
* San Bernardino's base population (164,164) increased (1,265) to 165,429
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Table B27
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR SAN DIEGO* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime index 

Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
914.54
 
1.22
 
3.95
 
39.00
 
64.31
 
108.48
 
150.30
 
437.45
 
218.32
 
806.06
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobility
 
Factor
 
1,843.71
 
2.45
 
7.97
 
78.62
 
129.65
 
218.69
 
303.00
 
881.90
 
440.12
 
1,625.02
 
* San Diego's base population (1,110/549) increased (559,682) to
 
1,670,232.
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Table B28
 
TRADITIONAL AND ADJUSTED CRIME RATES FOR SAN JACINTO* BY EACH CRIME
 
CATEGORY PER 10,000, 1991
 
Total Crimes/ 
City Resident 
Total Crimes/ Population 
City Resident Plus Mobility 
City Population Factor 
Total Crime Index 769.28 91.83
 
Criminal Homicide .62 .07
 
Forcible Rape 3.70 .44
 
Robbery 9.87 1.18
 
Aggravated Assault 119.68 14.29
 
Violent Crime Index 133.87 15.98
 
Burglary 209.75 25.04
 
00
Larceny/Theft 370.14
 
Grand Theft Auto 55.52 6.63
 
Property Crime Index 635.41 75.85
 
* San Jacinto's base population (16,210) decreased (119,587) to -103,377,
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Table B29
 
TRADITIONAL AMD ADJU^ 

PER.Mo/ooo/;- i9:9r,- -

City
 
Total Crime Index 

Criminal Homicide, 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Violent Crime Index 

Burglary 

Larceny/Theft 

Grand Theft Auto 

Property Crime Index 

■ 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
618.39
 
.95
 
3.63
 
20.36
 
41.34
 
66.12
 
147.06
 
316.06
 
89.00
 
552.12
 
CRIME RATES FOR UPLAND* BY EACH CRIME CATEGORY
 
;
 
Total Crimes/
 
City Resident
 
Population
 
Plus Mobi1ity;
 
Factor
 
618.29
 
.95
 
3.63
 
20.35
 
41.33
 
66.10
 
147.04
 
316.01
 
88.98
 
552.02
 
* Upland's base population (63,374) decreased (11) to 63,363,
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. ENDNOTES\ r
 
1. Newsworthiness is dependent on the ongoing themes that a media
 
organization is pursuing. Newsworthy material is also depehdent on
 
when the event Occurs. If an event coincides with an ongoing theme
 
and occurs before the agency's deadline, the event receives
 
publicity (Surrette 1992, p. 58). ..
 
2. The county or counties that contains the largest city becomes
 
the "central county" (counties, along with any adjacent counties
 
that have at least 50 percent of .their population in the urbanized
 
area surrounding the largest city. Additional "outlying counties"
 
are included in the MSA if they meet specified requirements of
 
commuting to the centra.1 counties and other:.selected - requirements
 
of metropolitan character (such as population density and percent
 
urban) (Census buig).
 
3. The urban fringe generally consists of contiguous territory
 
having a density of at least 1,000 persons per square mile. The
 
urban fringe also includes outlying territory of such density if it
 
was connected to the core of the contiguous area by road and is
 
within 1 1/2 road miles of that core . . . The population density
 
is determined by (1) outside of a place, one or more contiguous
 
census blocks with a population density of at least 1,000 persons
 
per square mile or (2) inclusion of place containing census blocks
 
that have at least 50 percent of the population of the place and a
 
density of at least 1,000 persons per square mile (census plug).
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